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Introduction 
In recent years the prominence of market egg production in 
New England has become increasingly apparent to even the casual 
reader of agricultural news. The purpose of this paper is to 
attempt to determine the reason for this positimn of prominence. 
This paper examines the production ani market conditions 
which have contributed to the favorable posiiiio'n in which the 
New England market egg industry finds itself. This New England 
region is not the greatest egg producing and marketing section 
in our country in terms of absolute quantitative standards, but 
it does lead our country in terms of many relative and qualitative 
standards for the industry. 
Liberal use has been made of the many studies dealing with 
various aspects of the poultry and egg industry of this section 
undertaken by agriculuural economists of the State Agricultural 
Experiment Stations and Extension Services. This was considered 
a particularly valuable source due to the liberal amount of 
statistical data included in tbese studies which reflected actual 
modes of operation and conditiOns on poultry farms in the area. 
In this way an earnest effort was made to make actual findings 
of material fact to support statements made in the paper . 
IV 
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MARKET EGG PRODUCTION IN NEW ENGLAND 
I. Character of the Industry 
The poultry industry in New England has gained a 
position of relative importance which in many respects is 
unsurpassed by the poultry industries of other regions in 
the United States. This position has been attained be-
cause the specialization which characterizes the poultry 
operations of this area have made it possible to realize 
sizable profits by taking advantage of production efficien-
cies ani the local market situation. 
This introductory chapter will be mainly concerned with 
the presentation bf statistical data supporting the state-
. ment that the New England poultry industry is more important 
and more specialized in its particular locality than are ~he 
poultry industries of other regions. From the output side 
of the industry the nwmber of farms and the incomes of 
these farms engaging chiefly in poultry operations will be 
used as supporting evidence in comparing regions. Particular 
attentionwill be paid to the percentage of total output of 
eggs produced by the various sized flocks over a period of 
years in this section of the country. This is of special 
•• 
interest in view of the fact that over 60 percent of income 
from all the poultry farms in the country is attributable 
to returns from the production and sale of eggs.l From 
the input side we shall convert chickens and livestock to 
grain--co nstuning animal units in order to compare the·ir 
relative importance in various regions of the United States. 
Finally this chapter attempts to present some indication 
of the profitableness of the industry in this region and 
makes mention of a few contributory causes for this 
profitable ness. 
2 
Following this descriptive chapter we shall more closely 
examine the production efficiencies utilized by these 
specialized farms in the poultry industry. This second chapter 
and the chapters following will be concerned for the most part 
with the production and sale of market eggs and only 
incidently with other less important branches of the poultry 
industry. Major empham±s will be placed on cost in this 
second chapter while the following chapter deals with the 
industry in its marketing operations. Chapter four will 
complete the paper with a summary of the material included 
in the paper and an attempt to formulate some conclusions 
from this mateFial. 
one of the most outstanding characteristics of the New 
England paul try industry is i tw movement during the past 
1. Poultry and-~ Situation, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, April 1950, 
p. 1. 
• 
few decades toward greater specialization. The Census of 
Agriculture taken in 1940 revealed some interesting facts 
which point toward greater specialization in the New 
England poultry industry. 2 This census material indicates 
3 
that this particular area with 131,760 farms reporting a total 
income of $236,199,585 is the least important region for 
farming in the United States in terms of number of fai5ms and 
total income. It is far behind the Mountain States ~egion 
which ranks eighth of the nine regions and had 224,574 farms 
reporting an income of $486,785,439. It is interesting to 
note that, although this northeastern section of our country 
ranks ninth in the country in number of farms and total income, 
it ranks third behind the Pacific and Mountain regions with its 
average income per farm at $1,793. This data covering the 
situation in 1939 places New England with its 14,775 poultry 
farms earning a total income of $40,549,658 seventh and 
sixth respectively in regard to rum.ber and total income of 
poultry farms. 3 We begin to realize that the foregoing statis-
tics are not a true indication of the .importance of this 
area 1 s poultry industry when we note that 11.2 percent of all 
New England farms are poultry farms. This places New England 
a close second behind the Middle Atlantic region which has 11.4 
percent of its total farms engaging chiefly in poultry raising. 
2. Sixteenth Census of the United States. 
3. Farms with major source of income from poultry and poultry 
products sold or traded. 
•• 
~-·· 
I 
Following the Pacific region with 9.6 ~ercent, the fourth 
ranking area has only 4.5 ~ercent of its farms listed as 
4 
~oultry farms. While ranking sixth in the nation in terms of 
total income o f))poul try farms, New Engl ani with 17.2 ~ercent 
ranks first in the ~ercentage that income from ~oultry farms 
re~resents of income from all farms of the res~ective regions. 
The Middle Stlantic states with 13.0 and the Pacific states 
with 9.1 ~ercent run a close second and third, but the 
fourth rankink region again dro~s far behind 'with only 4~8 
~ercent of total farm income of the area coming from poultry 
farms. While ranking sixth in total income earned from all 
sources on poultry farms, this particular area ranks third 
by virtue of its $33,907,424 earned from the sale of poultry 
and ~oultry products alone. This $33,907,424 represents 83.6 
~ercent of the total income from all sources to the poultry 
farms in New E~~land. Only the ~oultry farms of the Pacific 
states, which earn 84.1 ~ercent of their total income from 
strictly ~oultry operations, surpass New England in this 
im~ortant relationshi~. Of singular significance is the fact 
that the average income per ~oultry farm from poultry o~erations 
in New England was $2,295 in 1939·~. The Pacific region was 
second in this res:pect with $2~097 and the Middle Atlantic 
states ran a rather feeble third with their $1,442. This 
points New England out as a very :profitable sector for ~oultry 
rais~ng. All of this information is found in Table I, Parts 
A and.;B, found in this cha~ter. 
• 
5 
It becomes apparent that, while the number of poultry 
farms and their total incomes from all ·sources were not very 
impressive on the national scale, incomes from strictly poultry 
operations were very impressive. We shall now briefly investi-
gate the sources other than poultry raising. As previously noted, 
New EnglandTs 14,775 poultry farms e~ned a gross income of 
$40,549,658 in 1939. Of these 14,775 farms only 24.3 percent 
reported any income from auxiliary dairy operationso This 24~3 
is the lowest percentage of poultry farms reporting income from 
dairy operations of all 9 regions in the country. The national 
average of all nine regions reporting income from dairy operations 
was 45.6 percent. This is particularly significant in light of the 
fact that dairy fat> ming is the s ou.rce of the largest percentage 
of total farm income in New England. The percentage of farmB 
in New England (22.6 percent) which reported income from the 
sale or trading of livestock is also the lowest in the country 
and is less than half the national average of 48.0 percent. 
In the case of poultry farms reporting income from the vegetable 
trade New England with 12 percent of poultry farms rep or ti. ng 
such operations ranks third behind the South Atlantic States 
and the Middle .Atlantic States reporting 20.,1 percent and 15.5 
percent respectively~ With 12 percent of New EngJand poultrymen 
reporting incomes from vegetable production New England exceeds 
the national average of 9.6 percent. The national average 
percentage of poultrymen reporting incomes from field crops is 
33.6 percent while New England has only 20 percent reporting 
such income. Only the Pacific states with 17.3 percent reported 
a lower precentage than New England. 
-· 
TABLE I 
(A) 
Income on All Farms 
Geographical No. Farms 
Sect1on Reporfing 
-united States 5,968,755 
New England 131,760 
Middle Atlantic 340,001 
East North Central 982,475 
West North Central 1,066,716 
South Atlantic 1,001,426 
East South Central 1,008,777 
West South Central 942,091 
Mountain 224,574 
Pacific 265,935 
6 
Total Income 
(dollars J 
Amount Av. Per Fa't'm 
---
7,813,644,567 1,309 
236,199,585 1,793 
587,180,351 1,727 
1,483,760,598 1,510 
1,830,749,777 1,716 
915,827,709 915 
609,665,515 604 
959,646,533 1,013 
486,785,439 2,168 
703,829,060 2,647 
I 
-
No, of Poultrz 
Farms 
TABLE I 
(B) 
Income on All Poultry Farms Reporting, 1939 
%of Income from % Total Income From 
All All Sources Income Poultry And 
Farms --- F'rom Poultry Pro-
Poul:§.~z 'ducts So!d 
or Traded 
I 
-
Average % Rank 
Per Income iil 
Farm Ii'roni Amt. 
(dollars) All Prod* 
Sources 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
United States 
217,570 366 359,094,849 4.6 259,760,700 ~,194 72.3 
New England 
14,775 11 .. 2 40_,549,658 17~2 33,907,424 2,295 83.6 8 
Middle Atlantic 
38,691 11.,4 76,142,927 13~0 55_,795,447 1,442 73.3 4 
East North Central 
44,685 4.5 51,300,.673 3.5 31,191,201 698 60.8 .2 
West North Central 
37,025 3.5 44,959,889 2.5 28,046,499 758 62.4 1 
South .Atlantic 
22,942 2.3 44,153,587 4.8 32,.671,380 1,424 74.0 6 
East South Central 
6,154 0.6 5,388,809 .9 3,183,043 517 59.1 7 
West South Central 
19,541 2.1 19,182,051 2 •. 0 11,.612,899 594 60.5 3 
Mountain 
8,115 3,6 13,444,542 2.8 9,578,726 1,180 71.2 9 
Pacific 
25,642 9.6 63,975,713 9 .. 1 53,774,082 2,097 84.1 5 
• 
In respect to percentage of gross income originating in 
other than poultry operations New England poultrymen are below 
average in all auxiliary activities with the exception of the 
vegetable trade~ In this particular case New England's 1.0 
percent is equal to the national average of 1.0 percent. In the 
case of the percentage of total income received by poultrymen 
from livestock and field crops New Englandfs figures amount 
to about one~fifth and one-fourth of the national averages 
respectively and are both only about one-half as large as the 
.region reporting the next lowest ;figures. The relationships 
pointed out from material found on Table I found on pages 6 
and 7 and Table II found on page 9 indicate one particularly 
important fact. New England poultry farming is by and large 
a specialized industry. 
Further evidence to substantiate this may be found by 
referring to Table III on page 10. This table lists the 
percentage of eggs produced by flocks of various sizes and the 
total number of eggs produced in 1929, 1939, and 1944 in all 
' 
six of the New England states. 4 The most striking general 
change noticeable for the 15 years covered is the large 
decrease in the percentage of eggs produced by the snnll sized 
flocks and the great increase in the percentage produced by 
the largest size flocks listedc With only one exception in 
one state in one size flock the percentage of eggs produced by 
4. vVhile lookin8 over this material it may be of some value to 
note that the great majority of receipts of shell eggs at 
8 
the Boston terminal market from New England states have come 
from Massachusetts, Maine, and New Hampshire in that order. 
Vermont and Co~~ecticut have sent considerably less and Rhode 
Island has sent the least of all. 
i 
• • 
TABLE II 
Number Gross Percent of Poultry Percent of Gross Income 
of Fa:> m Income Farms Reporting on Poultry FaTms from 
Poultry of Income from Other F~m Activity, 1939 
Farms Poultry Farm Sources, 1939 
Farms Dairy L~ve- Veg. F'ield p D L v c (Dollars) ProductS. stock Crops 0 a i e r 
Sold or u i v g. 0 
Traded 1 r e p 
t y s s 
r t 
y 0 
c 
'k 
United States 217,570 359,.097_.849 45.6 48.0 9 .. 6 33.6 72.,3 5.5 5.1 1.0 4.5 
New Engls.nd 14,775 40,549,658 24.3 22.6 12.0 20.0 83.6 4.,4 1.1 leO 1 .. 2 
Middle Atlantic 38,691 76,142,927 35.6 39.5 15.5 32.9 73~3 5.9 3.4 1~7 4 .. 3 
East North Centr•al 44,685 51,300,673 59.0 57.6 8~5 34.1 60.8 9.5 9.3 .9 5.5 
West North Central 37' 025;- 44,959,889 64~4 64.1 2.7 36.1 62::4 7.8 11.2 .2 6.2 
. South A.tlantic 22,942 44,153,587 37.2 46.2 20.1 39.2 74~0 2~5 3.7 1.9 5.1 
East South Central 6,154 5,388,809 38.4 49.8 7.6 49.1 58.1 4.0 6.6 .9 10.0 
West South Central 19,541 19,182,051 47.9 61.8 8-0 49.5 60.5 5.0 8.2 .7 8.2 
Mountain 8,115 13,444,542 44.4 42.0 7.4 34.3 71.2 5.1 5.5 1.0 7.2 
Pacific 25,642 63,975,.713 30.4 27 .. 7 3.9 17.3 84.1 3.1 2.0 .3 2.1 
• 
TABLE III 
Under 50 50-99 100-199 
1929 193'9 1944 1929-1939 1944 1929 1939 
% % % % % % % % 
Maine 31~2 16.1 16.5 16.8 8.1 6.9 15.5 10.3 
New Hampshire 17.6 6.8 5.4 11.4 4.3 3.0 13~3 6.8 
Vermont 43,9 25.2 20.5 19.,4 12.3 9.4 13.3 13 .. 2 
·-Rhode Island 10.3 3.4 12.7 13.,9 4~0 4.0 17.2 9.0 
Massachusetts 11.7 5.1 5.4 10.1 3.6 3.7 13.8 6.5 
Connecticut 11.2 7.3 8.0 104.7 5.3 4.4 12.9 7.,2 
Source: The Poultry and Egg Situat:i,on, 
p. 20,, Table 12e 
200-399 Over 400 
1944 1929 1939 1944 1929 1939 
% % % c1/ ;o % % 
5.6 14 .. 3 14~1 5,.5 21 •. 6 46.5 
2$1 17~7 11.6 7.9 38.6 67.8 
12.4 11~1 14.5 10.0 11.8 32.2 
9.9 18.3 14.8 6.9 39.5 65.3 
6.1 19.3 12.6 10.3 44.1 69.,9 
7,6 17 .. 7 14.5 9.8 47 .. 1 62.7 
U. S.D.A., B.A .E., February, 
1944 
% 
64.,3 
81.0 
46.5 
65.8 
74.,0 
69.9 
1949, 
f-J 
0 
.;. 
" 
-·· 
flocks of less than 50, 50 to 99, 100 to 199 and 200 to 399 
had decreased from 1929 to 1939 in each individual state of 
the New England area. Over this same period the percentage 
ll 
of eggs produced by flocks of over 400 birds increased in each 
one of the six New England states. Furthermore, these upward 
changes in producfion by flocks of over 400 amounted to increases 
of from 33 to 173 percent with most falling within the range 
of a 75 to a 100 percent increase. 
From 1939 to 1944 the changes in the relative amounts 
produced by flocks of under 50, 50 to 99 and 100 to 199 were 
not so drastic. There was even a very slight increase in a 
few cases in the proportions produced by these sizes of flocks. 
In one instance (Rhode Island) there was an increase of from 
3.4 percent produced by flocks of less than 50 to 12.7 in 1944. 
However, the general movement was still to produce a lower 
percentage on these small flocks. It may also be noted that 
the decreases were much less in the case of Rhode Island, 
Massachusetts, and Connecticut than of the other three states. 
This is apparently attributable to the fact that these states 
already had a much smaller percentage of their total egg 
production being produced by small flocks •. Although the 
decreases in percentages of eggs produced on flocks of fewer 
than 200 birds were not too drastic nor universalj every New 
England state experienced a considerable drop between 1939 
to 1944 although not relatively as much as in the earlier 
period, 1929-1939. Again Rhode Island,. Massachusetts and 
Connecticut did not increase their percentage to the extent 
that tre other states did. 
1 
• 
Several other interesting observations may be made : 
from Table III. For example, both Maine and New Hampshire 
have increased the relative' amounts of the production of 
aggs ~ flocks of over 400 more than any other of these 
six states. Maine, which in 1929 produced 21.6 percent on 
flocks of this size; produced 64.3 percent on these flocks 
in 1944 while New Hampshire starting with 38.6 percent 
produced 81.0 percent on these flocks in 1944. This latter 
figure represents the highest percentage of eggs produced 
12 
by flocks of over 400 in New England in that year and the 
second highest of any state in the nation. Vermont produced 
11.8 percent of her eggs on these large flocks in 1929 and 
experienced the third greatest increase over these years until 
in l944:she showed 46.5 percent in the same category. This 
incidentally was the lowest percentage produced by these 
large flocks in New England in 1944. Connecticut, which 
in 1929 reported 47.1 percent and 68.9 percent in 1944, 
Rhode Island with 39.5 percent in 1929 and 65.8 percent in 
1944, and Massachusetts with 44.1 percent in 1929 and '74. 0 
in 1944 increased their relative output by flocks of over 
400 chickens to a lesser extent than did the aforementioned 
three states. 
In examini!'l..g additional statistical information of a 
similar nature for the remaining states of the nation we 
notice several other relationships. Only the Middle 
Atlantic states and several of the Pacific states follow 
New England in the very marked movement in increased 
--~ 
13 
percentages of eggs being produced on the large scale 
poultry farms. The other states have maintained a much larger 
percentage of total egg production on the flocks of less 
than 400 chickens. The East North Central section and the 
West North Central section seem to produce most of their 
eggs on flocks of 190 to 199 and.200 to 399. The South 
Atlantic states ani the South· Central states still o.btained 
most of their eggs from flocks of under 50, 50 to 99, and 
100 to 199. 
The first two sets of statistics covering numbers and 
incomes of all farms and of poultry farms and the sources 
of incomes on poultry farms indicated rather clearly that 
New England's poultry industry is a specialized industry. 
Although ranking eighth in number of eggs produced, New 
Englani ranks third in tefims of total income earned on 
poultry farms from strictly poultry operations. This is 
in absolute terms of income earned. In terms of percentage 
of total income on poultry farms which is derived from 
these poultry operations New England follows the national 
leader by only .5 percentage points. Much is added to the 
·significance of these facts when we note that this particular 
area has by far the smallest number of fa~ms of any region 
in the country earning the smallest absolute amount of 
total income. 
In comparing the percentage of poultry farms reporting 
incomes from sources other than poultry operations we noted 
that New England'had a smaller percentage than the national 
-· 
average in each case with the exception of the vegetable 
trade. But, the relative significance of this exception 
was diminished somewhat by the fact that the one percent of 
total income received by New England poultrymen from· this 
source was just equal to the national average. Even though 
New England receives the largest part of its total farm 
income from dairying operations, the poultry farmers in New 
14 
England who reported incomes from this source were fewer than 
from any other area in the country. The percentage of 
poultry farmers of New England receiving incomes from live-
stock and field crops was also at or near the bottom on the 
basis of a regional comparison. Likewise t~e percentage 
of income earned by those fanners who did report returns 
from livestock and field crops is almost irrelevant to 
national returns from such openations. 
The last set of statistics which we examined stressed 
the fact that the New England product ion of eggs has shown 
a marked tendency to be produced by the larger fTiocks 
/ 
containing more than 400 birds. This along with the pre-
ceding discussion is rather conclusive evidence that egg 
production by the casual producer in New England has been 
largely superseded by that of the specialist producers. 
Thus far we have examined factors of output whiCh in~ 
dicated the relative importance of poultry raising in New 
England as compared to other regions. Now we shall examine 
the use of feed which is one of the important inputs required 
in livestock and·;poultry production. For the purposes of 
II. 
15 
comparison we must convert livestock andpoultry numbers 
into grain--consuming animal units. During the period 1925-29 
chickens represented 23.2 perce :1t of all grain consuming 
animal units in the United States. In the Northeast which 
includes New England chickens represented-35.6 percent of 
all grain consuming animal units; 45.5 percent was reported 
by the Pacific states for the same period of 1925 to 1929, 
During the early thirties most regions including the Pacific 
reported chickens as slightly less important grain consuming 
animals than in the earlier period. In the later thirties 
and. early 1940's they recovered and then slightly increased 
their importance as grain consuming animals. The Northeast 
on the other hand reported chickens as representing a 
steadily increasing proportion of total grain consuming 
animal units for 1925 on. In the last :period reported 
(1940-44) chickens represented 451 percent of total grain 
consuming animal units in the Northeast and the Pacific 
states were second highest in the nation with 36.8' :percent. 
The average for the country for this 1ae.t period was 23.8 
percent, Thus it is apparent that the Northeast, which 
had reported the second highest percentage in the country, 
and the Pacific region which had the highest percentage in 
the first period, switched :positions and almost switched 
percentages from the :period 1925-29 to the period 1940-44. 
The Northeast experienced the greatest increase and in 
contrast· the Pacific experienced the greatest decrease 
while the national average of the··,pro:portion o :f··total grain 
' ,. 
~· 
--· 
consuming units remained relatively stable. Of particular 
·- .. 
interest to us is the fact that during World War II, the 
proportion represented @y chickens was even higher in New 
I , 
England than in the -three non-New England states included 
in the region called the Northeast. This is fU.rther 
16 
evidence of the importance of chicken production in the area 
in question. 5 
-Since many of ~e chickens and eggs produced in New 
England are raised on specialized farms which depend on 
proceeds from chicken and egg production as their primary, 
if not sole, source of income, it may be worth our while-to 
discuss briefly a few of the advantages and disadvantages 
associated with specialization. In the first place a 
specialist will often be able to thoroughly master his line 
of production. This is very important to a poultrynan and 
is one of the principal advantages in so far as we are 
concerned. In addition to being a thorough master of pro-
duction the poultry specialist will usually be thoroughly 
familiar with the market for his :product. This knowledge of 
the production technique arid marketing channels for .his 
product enables the poultry specialist to make use of 
economics not utilized by more diversified farmers. The 
specialist can also make use of the advantages of selling in 
very large quantities. The last advantage associated with 
5. B.R. Hurt, Changes, 2:E Farm Product-ion of Chickens and Eggs, 
1924-48, United States Department of Agriculture, Bureauof 
Agricultural Economics, p. 8. 
• 
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specialization which we shall cover briefly is the advantage 
of.~location. Some of the other advantages will be dealt 
with further along in this :paper. The location angle in 
farming has been discussed by many writers of whom Von 
'" Thunen is one of the most well-known. 6 More recently 
Edgar Hoover :pointed out in one of his books that distribu-
tion costs, quality of the site, and impediments to the best 
utilization of land sites have produced great effects on the 
"general :pattern of agricultu1·al lar.d use in the United 
States. 117 Hoover's first :point which was also a main :point 
in Von Thunen' s book is that distribution costs are a 
determining factor in the location of agricultural enterprises. 
The importance of the :poultry and egg specialist in New 
England is primarily due to the close :proximity to a terminal 
market serving the second most densely populated region in 
the country. It is particularly significant that Massachusetts_ 
Rhode Island, and Connecticut are among the top four states 
i.n the national ranking according to det:lsity of :population.8 
The New England poultryman pays more for his grain feed than 
do midwestern :poultrymen yet the egg-feed price ratio in 
New England has been among the leaders in the country for 
a number of years and in the last three years it has been 
6. J.H. Von Thunen, tl~ Isolierts Staat-- 11 , Hamburg, 1826. 
·His concept of locations in co ncentri~B::, circles in :partic-
ularly interesting .• 
7. Hoover, Edgar M., The Location .Q..! Economic Activit~, 
Chapt. 6, p. 100 • 
8. Sixteenth census of the United States, 1940. 
• 
• 
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the highest in the country. 9 This has been largely due to 
the premium prices paid for eggs in the New Engla ni area and 
:particularly at the Boston te:rminal market. Tables IV (A) 
and IV (B} present some statistical confirmation for these 
10 
statements.. It will be noted in Table IV (A) that in 
the years covered New England paid higher :prices for its 
!WOUltry ration than did any other region in t:b...e country. 
Furthermore, New England farmens were :paid higher :prices for 
their eggs than were any other :poultr:>:men in the country 
over the same period. Th,t.s high :price paid for eggs in New 
England apparently more than compensated for the high price 
:paid for the poultry-ration. That t:b...is is the case was 
indicated by the relatively high egg-feed ratio in New 
Englani. In 1943, 1944 a:r.d 1945 New Englard ranked among 
the top three regions in the country in egg-feed ratios. 
Table IV B indicates further th~'t': in 1947, i948 and 1949 New 
England ranked first in the country in egg feed ratios. 
With feed representing from 50-65 ~rcent of total cost of 
egg production this data may be interpreted as substantial 
evidence for the clair!i that New England paul tryme n have 
been able to realize relatively high returns ffom the 
specialization in egg production. 
9 . Egg""- feed price ratios are expressed in terms of the number 
of pounis of :poultry ration equivalent in value, at local_ 
market prices, to a dozen eggs, United States Department 
of Agrliculture, fureau of Agrucultural Economics. 
10. The data includ~d in Ta1vle IV A was found in R .E. Johnson, 
o:p. cit., pp. 17-31. Dat~ included in Table IV B was found 
in Poultry and Egg Situation, p. 9. United States Depart-
ment of Agr·i~ulture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
October, 1949. 
1943 
TABLE IV A7r 
1944 1945 
New England 
Middle Atlantic 
1 2 
3.13 
2.88 43.3 
3 
15.2 
15.4 
1 
3.47 
3.24 
East North Central 2.59 36.2 14~4 2.84 
West North Central 2.-34 34$2 15.0 2.58 
South Atlantic 3.09 37.5 12.8 3.45 
East South Central 2. 94 34.5 12.3 3. 25 
West South Central 2.71 34.1 13.0 2.95 
Mountain 2.54 36.5 15.1 2.82 
Pacific 2.84 42~3 15w3 3.14 
United States 2.66 37 •. 1 14.5 2. 94 
2 3 1 
42w0 12.3 3.51 
37.7 12.1 3.22 
30.9 11.3 2~82 
29.6 11.8 2.53 
34.0 10.6 3.40 
30.8 10.3 3.19 
30.2 10.,9 2.92 
32.5 12.2 2.81 
3753 12.4 3.13 
32.4 11.5 2.91 
2 3 
46.2 14.6 
TABLE IV B 
1947 1948 1949 
3 3 
12.5 11 .. 2 
3 
14.1 
13.9 
32.8 13.2 11.0 8.8 12.5 
41~0 12.8 11~0 10.1 12$0 
36.6 12.2 . 10.6 9.5 12.0 
34.2 12.4 10.7 9.5 12.0 
38.0 14.3 11.7 10.7 13.2 
43.7 14.3 12.2 10.,6 12.7 
37.5 13~4 lle5 10.1 12.8 
SoUl"ces ~ Johnson, R.E., Poultry-Ration Costs and Poultry-Feed Price Ratios, 
March,. 1946, Tables 5, 6, 7, 111 12,. 13, 17, 18, and 19 .. Also, 
Agricultural Statistics, 1948 and 1949. Both U.S.D.Ao 1 B.A.E. 
material. 
7rTable IV A-Note: 1-Poul try-rat ion costs per hundred lbs., yearly average~ 
2 ... :.verace price per dozen received by farmers. , 
3-Egg feed price ratio, yearly average. 
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AnotheD sign of the advantages of specialization in poultry 
o~erations is given by the change in rates of lay per hen. 
On the national level hens ani pullets on farms increased 
about one-tenth in nu.mber between the periods 1925-29 and 
1940-44. Between the same periods, however, total egg pro-
duction on farms expanded by about one-third, This clearly 
points out an increasing average rate of lay per bird from the 
period 1925-29 to 1940-44. There was some improvement prior 
to that time but according to Mr. B. R. Hurt of the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics this earlier increase was very 
gradua1. 11 Statistics indicate that the greatest increases 
occurred during the late 1930 1 s and during World War II. 12 
No doubt the greatly increased demand for domestic and 
foreign consumption during this latter period served to spur 
producers~on to increase the productivity of their flocks. 
The laying flocks in the Northeast of which New England is a 
part and of the Pacific coast area e.:>...--p erienced the greatest 
increases in produ ct.ivity. In the period 1925-29 the average 
number of eggs produced per hen was 110 in the Northeast and 
in the period 1940-44 it was 136. By 194? the avM:age anrual 
rate of lay per hen had reached the astounding figure of 153. 
This was the highest average that had ever been attained in 
any year in any regia n of the country up to that time. The 
Corn Belt, Lake States and Northern Plains also experienced 
urusual g'ains in productivity of its laying flocks but not to 
the extent that the Northeast did. 
\ 
From 1946 until 1947 the 
11. B. R. Hurt, op. cit., p. 15. 
12. Ibid, p. 34, Table 15. 
'I 
I 
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average annual rate of lay in the Northeast increased 16 
percent more than any other region did. Some of the reasons 
for this great increase in productivity are the develo:pment 
of improved strains of chicken through selection and breed-
ing, more careful control of disease, better sanitation, 
widespread adoption of improved feeding practices, and the 
increased use of commercially hatched chi~ks. In this 
connection it may be of interest to note the importance 
of the part played by the National Poultry Improvement Plan 
in curbing disease and promoting general efficiency of pro-
duction. It is also interesting to note that although great 
progress has been made along these lines 15 to 20 pe~cent of 
the birds put into laying houses still die before becoming a 
year old. The high mortality rate of poultry relative to 
that of other livestock causes it to be an important cost 
factor in the:: production of chickens and eggs. 
It does not seem unfair to say that the reasons mentioned 
above for the increasing productivity per layer may better 
be taken advantage of by the poultry specialist than by the 
casua 1 producer of chickens a r.d eggs . The care ani effort 
required of a producer to improve productivity to such a great 
extent is much more likely to have been exerted by one who 
has "all his eggs in one basket" rather than by one whose 
income from poultry is less important. The nest chapter is 
devoted to a more detailed examination ·of the production 
efficiencies utilized by the poultry specialists. 
The last two features of New England egg production 
which will be mentioned at this time are the spec;Lalized 
production of eggs for hatching purposes and t re increase 
22 
of eggs produced during the 11high price months" from October 
through December. A very large volume of New Englani eggs 
is produced fo·r hatcheries that supply chicks to the commer-
cial broilers located along the Eastern seaboard. The pro-
duction and marketing problems of these producers differs 
somewhat from the problems of w;:oduciiion .al!ld"'marketing of 
producers of 11 table 11 eggs. The Connecticut Valley is the 
most impo rlant area for the product ion of eggs for hatching 
purposes. 
An mentione~ above) we sball conclude this discussion 
of some of the outstanding characteristics of the New 
England poultry industry with brief reference to the 
increased percentage of eggs produced from October to 
November. All of the regions in the country increased the 
proportions produced during these months from the 1925-29 
period to the 1940-"44 period) but none of the other regions 
increased the proportion~ of eggs produced during the last 
quarter of the year as much as the Northeast and Lake States 
did. About half of the regions increased the relative 
amounts of eggs produced in the last· quarter during the period 
1930-34 from the last quarter during tbe period 1925-29. 
Every sect ion of the country increased above all previous 
periods the percentages raised during October to December 
of 1935-39 and again in the 1940-44 period. It is interest-
ing to note that the Pacific states whim produced the high-
,.t. 
·as 
,_. 
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est percentage of eggs (16.5 percent) during the i925-29 
period, while New Engl ani was fifth, had been overtaken by the 
New England are.a by the 1940-44 periaD<l. In fact by the 
1935-39 period New Englar:d ani the Pacific region were tie 
for first place with 17.9 percent. :By the latest period 
mentnoned New England had averaged 21.4 percent while the 
Pacific area could claim second place with 18.8 P.ercent. 
The Lake States experienced the second greatest advance by 
virtue of their 11.2 perceft average for th~ years 1925-29 
in conttast to a 17.6 average for the years 1940-44.13 
New England :poultrymen have made the poultry industry a 
profitable and important industry in their region. We have 
noted its importance, its profitableness and a few of its 
outstanding characteristics. The next chapter will con-
centrate on a detailed exposition of the technique employed 
by the New Englani poultrymen in reaching their present favor-
able po si tio n. 
13. Ibid. p. 32-Table 32. 
II. Production Bractices 
We shall now turn to an examination of some of the 
factors which have assisted New Engla~~ poultrymen to attain 
so favorable a position ln their area. First of all we 
shall take a look into poultry account books kept by some 
New England poultrymen and opened for study by extension 
pouatrymen of several of the New England State Colleges. 
From these accounts) studies and compilations have been made 
to determine just what specific factors are important to 
the successful operations of a poultry farm. Studies by two 
of these Agricuf.tural Experiment Stations covering the years 
1939 1 1~43, 1944, and 1950 indicate that the following 
factors are of primary importance for high teturns fram the 
poultry industry. 1 
1. Large volume of business 
2. Efficient use of labor · 
3. FUll and efficient use of investment 
4. High egg production p~~ hen 
a. proper feedil1g 
b. mortality 
5. Concentration on fall egg production 
All of the studies mentioned agree that size is an 
ini.porta nt consideration contributing to the ~egree of success 
attainable in the poultry business. The average number of 
1·. C.R. Creek,. Returns ~Poultry Farmi~ in Massachusetts 
~ 1944, C.R~ Creelc, Returns from Poul~ry Farming J.n 
Massachusetts in 1943 2 and R.E. Moser, Poultry Farm-Busi-~ Summary 1939; R.H. Tremblay, Analysis o~ the ~oUTtry 
Enterprise ~~Vermont Poultry Farms. 
1. 
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layers is one indication of size used by many poultrymen. 
However, this does not give a true indication of size through 
the whole industry because not all poultrymen raised chicks 
and broilers nor did each perform the same amount of marketing 
fUnctions. Total cash sales for the year 1 may 1 also, be used 
as an indication of size; but here, when comparing farms 
during different periods of the year, cash sales tend to vary 
with the general price level. To compensate for these 
discrepancies we measure productive-man-work-units to get an 
idea of the amount of work spent on poultry on these farms. 
These productive man-work-units are a measure of labor 
accomplishment. A work unit represents the average amount of 
directly productive work accomplished by a man in a 10-hour 
day. 2 
In measuring the size of a business, productive man work 
units for poultry, livestock, gathering crops, outside labor, 
etc. can all be added together. Thus a productive man work 
unit can be used as a common denominator for measuring the 
size of a ·business on all types of fanns. 
No matter how size was measured, a study by the Vermont 
Agricultural Experiment Station indicated that the·returns 
per hour of.labor were generally greater on the larger than 
on the smaller farms. This was found to be especially true 
on farms where:r poultry was the only or major source of 
income. In the first place the poultry enterprises where 
2. R.E. Moser, Poultr;y, ~ Busine_ss Summar,;z, p.· 5. 
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poultry was the only or major scurce of income, were larger 
in almost every case than farms where poultry was only a 
sideline. 3 · 
Table I Relation of Cash Sales to Return per Hour of Labor 
on 71 Farms Where Poultry Was the Only or Maj.or Source of 
Income. 
Cash Sales No. of Returns per 
Range Average Farms. hour of labor 
Less than $10,000 $5,·926 25 $0.52 
10,000-19,999 .13, 223 26 0.72 
20,000 or more 38,495 20 1.29 
On farms where cash saleswwere less than $10,000, returns 
per hour of labor averaged only $.52. Those farms havi~ 
had cash sales of between $10,000 and $20,000 averaged $.72 
per hour of labor. Finally those poultrymen experienc&ng 
cash sales, of over $20,000 received a return per hour of 
labor of $1.29 which is almost 3 times that of the first 
group. The same relationship held true for those farms on 
·which poultry was only a sideline. However, on these latter 
farms the range in volume of business was much smaller than 
t:1at shown on farms represented in Table I. 
The· easi·est way for farmers to measure size is by the 
ave·rage number of layers on hand during the year. As 
mentioned previously this is not as accurate a measurement as 
3. R.·H. Tremblay, loc. cit. 
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1-:ork-uni ts. Nevertheless tr~e results of a cor:l~)arison accorc1.ing 
to number cbf hens yields cenerally the sane results. 
Table II Relation of Number of Hens to Returns per Hour of 
Labor on Far:ns ~fu.ere Foul try \"las the Only or llajor Source of 
Incone~ 
No .. of Hens. 
Range. 
Less than 700 
700 - 1,999 
1200 or mm:•e 
Average~ 
476 
886 
2,402. 
No. of 
Farms .. 
24 
26 
21 
Returns uer 
hour of labor .. 
~~ 0.49 
Of74 
1 .. 28 
Aeain the smaller poultry fa~ms yielded only a little more 
t~E'..n one third of the returns per hour of labor that large farns 
yielcl.ed. The~.-farms 1-rhere poultry is only a sideline again shou 
the sane relationship but 't·Ti th a reducecL ranGe of size anc1 returns .. 
The best indication of size in any farm busin~ss is the 
productitlffi man-'t·.rork-uni ts per farm. These uork units are nore 
stable than cash sales and more comprehensive a measure than 
number of layers. For this reason more reliance can bepplaced on 
a conparison in terms of these man-i·rork-uni ts. 
Table III shous a comparison of i-Tork-uni ts per farm and 
returns per hour of labor. 
Table III Relation of vlork-Uni ts per Farm to Return yer Hour 
of Labor on 71 Farms Where Poultry Was the Only or Hajor Source of 
Incone~ 
l 
'forl:-Units per 
Farm .. 
Less than 175 
175 - 349 
350 -:- 524 
525 - 699 
700-oor i!lore 
AVEPI.AGE 
117 
259 
404 
605 
1,618 
No. of 
Fax'Ills. 
14 
25 
13 
9 
10 
28 
Returns ner 
... 
hour of le.bor. 
c 0 .. 41 
0.69 
0.89 
0 .. 94 
1.,38 
On these farms ~-rhere poultry 1-ras the major or only source of 
income, returns per hour of labor increased step by step e.s the 
1·rork units per farm increc.sed. On faros 1-ri th less than 175 -:·:rork 
units returns per hour averaged only ~~41, but on the other hand 
those large farms having over 700 't·rorlc units averaged returns 
of 01. 38 per hour of labor. This shot-J'S clearly the e.dve.ntage 
in returns uhich generally accrue to the le.rge scale poql tx•ymen. 
As had been the case in the other t1·ro means of measuring 
size, a comparison bet1-reen 1·rorlc units e.nct returns per hour of 
labor on the 51 farns on 1-rhich poultry \·ras just a sideline incticate 
the same type of relationship. Houever, particularly in this 
comparison based on 1·rork units,. it is apparent that size is less 
decisive a factor affecting returns on farms ·Hhere poultry is 
raerely a sio.eline than it is on those farms uhere poultry is the 
only or major source of income* 
Another study made by the 1-Iassachusetts Agricultural 
E~~eriment Station in 1944 unearthed several other statistics 
relating Bize~- to other business factors of the poultry inc1ustry. 4 
4. C. R. Creek, op. cit. p. 7. 
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Table Financiru. Returns [',net liee.sures of the Far::1 Business 
by Size of Poultry Farms in 1944 
Item More than 300~550 Less than 
550 H. T;T. u .. 1!. ~·J. u \J 300 11.. ~'T. u. 
Totrcl Cc.sh Receipts per FarrJ '\ ~~ ,·~.... 94.L' ;,:18,3.94 \!10' 359 -,'0' -..: 
Total Cash Expenses per Farm 14,531 8,363 3,078 
- Net Cash F.eturn per Fari:l 3,863 1,996 866 
Farn Income per Farm 3,743 2,233 876 
Labor Income per Farm 2,963 1,763 623 
Size of Business 
nan ~'lork Units 738 405 161 
Average Number Layers per Farm 1,337 895 269 
Dozens of Eggs Produced 23,750 15,342 4,849 
Months of L~bofl 27 13 8 
Cc.pital Invested 15,606 9,407 5,011 
The dozens of ege;s produced, size of flock, ~nd man-1-mrk-
units on the large farms v.rere e.lmost _ five times as grec. t e.s on 
the smaller fc:.rms, but investment in the business i·ras only three 
times greater. The larger farms vrere breeder type farLler ui th 
high receipts from hatching ege;s and baby chicks, the rueC'.ium size 
units i·rere made up of all types of farms, e.nd the siJall fal'·ns 
·uerc pz-·imarily uhole sale-retail egg anc1. poultry meat farms .. 
These sme~l farms had only three 1:1ajor sources of income ("t:hole-
sale egc;s, retail eggs and poultry meat) 1·rhil e the large farms 
uere ru.ore diversified ·uith five najor sources of farn incone 
(hatching eggs and baby chicks in adcition to the other three). 
This 1:1aterial inc1icates that a le.rger size plus a nore cliversi-
fied poultry business vrere the chief factors in producing higher 
returns since there -vrere slight differences in egg production 
per hen, price received for egss, and cost of feed and labor 
per dozen egc;s. 
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I + i~ .... ~ nte"estinr: t:o note '-1~.,·- f...,,.,l-, i"" or.1 ·· .... '".,..,0 -
... ~ - ....., - v·•c•" l .... ,, •• c . e ,rae .. · .(..u per 
laying bird on the la!'gest fnrms, ;:;2. 50 on the mecl.iurJ size·, but 
HE'.s -~:)3.25 pe:r· bird on the sne.ller fr:.rns.. On these lattel"' fe.:::·r;1s 
flock 1ras too sr.K.ll, (an average 269 hens per farn) houevei', 
to make a high total return per farm. 
It appears quite evident that as size increases u~ to a 
certain yoint, returns increase. This is due mainly to the f~ct 
thc.t tine spect doine chores c1oes not increase propol"'tionc:.lly 
as the size increases. Equipment use is, also, spread over a 
larger nunber of birds therefore its cost is also spread over a 
larger volume of business. A lar8e volu@e of business is itself 
very important for earning larger total returns. 
1·Te shall nmv turn to the relatec1 problem of labor efficiency. 
In 1941 l1r. John A. Hopkins 1-rho vras the govern.l!lent econonist in 
charge of studies dealing ;;-ri tl;. changinG techniques and enploynent 
in asriculture, said that nore intensive care of chickens tended 
to increase labor requirements per chiclr.en but the.t this tenclency 
hac1 b::en offset by 11 savings from larger scale production 11 and 
11 labor saving equipment. 115 llr. Hopkins, after pointing out thc..t 
tl:e nuraber of chickens on farms had increased 22 per cent betlreen 
1909 anc:t the 1937-40 period:;. anc3. tD.e proo.uction of egc;s 60 ~)el., cent 
for the same period estimated that this meEmt an annual increase 
of 162 Dillion hours in labor requirements for the poultry 
industry for the 1937-40 perio~ over that required in 1909. 
Because chickens are carec1 for largely by fe.mily labor, "'uhe incl''ease 
in lc-.bor requirements resulted not in ne·u employment, but 11 in nore 
corJ:)lete utilization of labor alreacLy available. 11 
5. rJ,.A. Gallee, A~A. Le1ris, R .. B. Eluood, U~A. Ne1JIJan, e.nd J .. A. 
Hopl:ins in chE'.rce, Chnnc;es in Technology £mc1 Labor Require-
Dents in Livestock Proc.1uction; Poultry, p. 53. 
• 
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In a !Jarticular stucl.y mo.c1e unc'cer t:!:1c c:Lirection of 
Hr. C' Ho)~dns ue finc1 this st2ter:.1ent. 0 11 The tenaenoy to.1Ie.rc1 
adoption of inprovec1 methods and bet'cer cal"'e increases 1-.ri th 
the size of tho flock and the eo~1asis on egs production. 
It arises pa~tly from the prospoct of increased returns and 
pe.rtly fron necessity. In large floclrs the returns to be 
realized from a change in methods are l.?.rge enough to 
justify the change. Furthermore, the proportion of the 
feed that can be obtaineo. from forar;e anct rraste proctucts 
decreases and the problems of disease control and sanitation 
increase as the number of ch';_cl:ens in the flock increases. 117 
In this latter stuc.y it v:ras pointed out that obste.cles 
to the mechanization of the chicken enterprise had not 
enabled the incree.sed efficiencies in the poultry industry 
that it had me.de possible in the production of nost of the 
major crops~ Further, 11 although tLh.e use of improved incube..tors, 
brooo.ers, houses, anc. feeding facilities tenC!. to econouize the 
use of labor somev.rhat, im.protred selection and breeo.inc practices 
('"\ 
ap:)ear to be more inportant sources of labor savings .. 110 
Eal"lier ue notec1 the increased number of hens anc1 pullets 
founc. on farns bet1-reen the yee1rs 1925-29 e.nd. the period 
1940-44. During that pe:rliod the nunbe:c of egg·p~oc:u:ctng 
birds increased about ten per cent vrhile the number of eggs 
proo.uced increased about one..:. third. This increase 1mulo. tend 
to reduce the nmonnt of labor used in caring for chic:!::ens 
6. Ibid .. , p • 4. 
7. Ibid .. , P· 12. 
8~ Ibio.~ , l). 16 .. 
• ... 
.• 
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pel" unit of procl_uction, c.nd by nc.~:inc chic::ens nore ef:.:'icie·nt 
users o:' feed, it also tenc:.s to reCl.uce lc..1)or usee-: in ··):L~oc.ucinr 
~ w 
poultry feeds. 
·_ · ~Ii th." th~s- .gene:L"al be..cl;:grounc1 rJa te:'i.:-~1 behinc1 us, 1~e · c8.n 
no1-r turn to so;:1e of the nore pecrticulE'.r facts concer-nec1 1ri th 
labor efficiency~ Before turning to these aforenentioneQ ite[lS 
it nc.y bs c:.p~ropriate to r.wntion the.t efficient use of labor 
anc'_ CE'>l)i te.l anc1 even high :;::>rocl.ucti vi ty are so ve:L'Y closely 
related that difficulty arises in an e:auuination of sate~ie..l 
tmder three separe.te headings.. In this !)aper these three 
fe..ctors -:·:rill be tree.ted jointly 1-Jhenever coherency and con-
tinuity c.eme..nc1. 
One :rhc.se of thit industry ·uhich has nacl.e possible a 
considerable anount of labor saving has been t!;.e develOJ)ment 
of incur)o.tion o.nc1 brooding of chihks. 
In 1844 the first lmOi·m American incube.tor 1ms inventocL 
This e.nc1 other early incubators m~re ·of snall capac:!. ty. For 
this reason tl'..c se in cuba tors uere pre..ctical only for the 
farr:1er do inc: he.. tc:1ir~.c on a sr:tall scr'le. Large con:Jercial 
hatcheries could not o:perate ':Ti th these small incubators 
uhi ch had srriall indi vic1.ual heating units. Develo:9men t e..nd 
e7:;e.nsion of connercie.l hc~tcheries auai tee. the invention of 
11 r~1amnouth incubators. 11 
The first uoc1erh lr'.:L"ge-scale commercie.l room tyl)e incube..tor 
ue.s perfected anc pe..tented in 1918. This machine -vras put on 
the n2.r::et in 1922. It reduced the requirenents both of labor 
o.nt of the floor s:pc.ce needect by the r.!achines used on a lr.rge 
' ,• .. · 
• 
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sc2.le.. In 19~3 the first electrically hec.ted 2.nc'. r,-::-c;ul?'..cec1 
incube.tor F?,S inventec1. PracticalJy all of the le.rge cor.ner-
cial incube.tors in use hou have been electrifiec-:.. 
As ec:.rl~,r c.s 1934 the construction anc" operation of 
incubo. tors hac:. im~)rovec1 to the point ·uhere results secured 
ui th them cor.:1pared favorably ui th those secur•ecl ·uith hens. 
In that year a total of 1,263 commercial hatc~eries reported 
an average of 63.9 per cent hatch, \·rhe:r·eas 7,302 hens hatchect 
62.1 per cent of the egGs placed under them. 9 
In 1918 only 250 com!:lercial hatcheries ·uere in op.ero.. tion 
but the impetus given by the invention of the improved and 
enlarged incubators had causec. the nunber of comnercial 
hatcheries to number 10,533 \·rith a cape.city of 397,113,000 
eggs in 1938. From 1928 to 1934 the percentage of chicl:ens 
hatched unc.er hens decreased from 42 to 39' uhile the pel"cent-
age purchased as chicks increased from 2<1 to 3-~. Durin:; this 
same pel ... iod chicks hatched in home incubators decree.sed from 
24 to 15 per cent of the total number. In 1938, about 60 
per cent of the cl1-ickens produced uere pought from ol""' custom 
hatched b~r comme:r:•cial hatcheries. The tendency to ~")urc!1ase 
cone1 .. r::i2..llY hatched chicks ~;1as particularly mar-lced in the 
northeaster-n states and along the Pacific coast~ 
The development of commercial hatcheries has been a 
major factor to reduce the total 2..nount of labor used in the 
9. 1LA. Eiippincott, Poultry Production, quoted in J ~A. Hop~rins, 
Chanr~es in Technolor;y e.nc1 Labor Recuirements in Livestock 
Production: Poultry, p. 24~ 
• 
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poul t\'Y inC'.ustry$ The ch2..nge resulted in c. shift of l2..bor 
from fe.ri:: to city nne:. ~as rec1uceCI. consic1erably the avel ... c.::_;e 
c.nount o:f labor usec1 per ch:i.c}: hatched. 
Ecc; graders are another exar.1:9le of equipnent 1-Thicch can 
be employed for labor-saving pUl"poses. In a stuo.y conc:.ucted 
in 1-Iaine it vras found the.t of 262 poultry fc>.I'DS about 75 
ner cent of the poul tr•ymcr:t lr.eepinc; layine; floclr.s used SrJ<lll 
hanc1 schle eCJ'r,• ow g~"aders, 19 per cent used automatic gre.ders, 
an~!. 5 pe::. .. cent did not have grac1ers 1rhen the stuc.y 1-:as nc-.de 
in 1943 .. 10 Th t~ 5 t h 1 ese la ~er per cen ad on y recently started 
business or Fere very srrw.ll sce.le poultrymen ·.uho sold their 
egcs to private customers. Autooatic em; sraders uere used 
by only 56 percent of the pmul trymen uho housed 1, 200 or no1 .. e 
~:-ullets duri!fg the fall of 1943, 't-rhile only 4 per cent of 
the poultrymen ~-rho housed less than 600 pullets he.c1 auto-
matic graders. 
\'That is more important for our purpose is e. compe.rison 
of tine requireoents in grac1ine; egc;s. by hanfl. grE~o.ers c:.nC. b~r 
e.utome.tic graders. On the aver2.c;e it took e.bout 28 t1inutes 
to grade and pack a 30 dozen case of eggs (the standard size 
ce.se) -vrhen using an autm:1atic egg crader as compared 1ri th 
an average of 42 minutes per case uhen usihg the hand scale 
gracier. · Therefore, about one-third the t.ii.me of grading and 
packinG egcs can be saved by using the automatic rather than 
lQ. g. .. f. Do't·r, Egr~ Production in Haine,. c:_uotect in A~D~ _Perry, 
Equipment Needs anc1 us·e of Poultry· Equipment and Build "I nr;s 
on Haine foul try Farms;. p. _ 6~7 ~· 
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the h<:'.no. cr~.c'.er. · Of course, a :poultryman \mule,_ hc.ve to 
cons ic.er uhether or not he hao. a sufficient volune of ec~s to 
crc.c1e to ;·ral"l"'c..nt the purche.se of such c.n automatic graC:.er .. 
This is 2nother inste.nce 1·rhere volume of l)Usine ss is closely 
relfl.tec to le.bor and capital efficiency~ 
Still another instance o.emonstr2,tine; this relationship 
can be found uhen ~-;e exaiuine the poultrymen havinc; Tmtering 
equipment on their farns. It has been founc1 that having 
running uater in laying anC. brooder houses and on the range 
is an inportant time and labor saving practice for those 
poul trymen·:that he.ve appreciable size poultry floclc.s. After 
ao.justl!lents for size 6f:~fl09ks, it has been discovered that 
poul trynen··1·ri th runninc; ua ter in lE1..ying houses spend an 
average of 5.6 ninutes less time each day per 100 hens on 
laying floclt chores than c1o poultrymen not having this 
11 
convenience. - · 
It has further been discovered that the presence or absence 
of this facility is closely asoocie.tect ui th tl1e size of tl:.e 
laying flock. About 75 percent of the poultrymen hc-.vinc l, 200 
or no::.·e le.yers had running uater in le.ying houses, 46 percent 
h2d. running "t'ra ter on the range. On the other hand only 17 pel"'-
cent. of the poultrymen 1·ri th flocl:s of less the.n 300 layers 
he.cl run!1inc; "tTe.ter in laying hc-:usesJ 7 percent in brooder houses, 
19 
and. ll percent on the range . ...., 
11-. A~L~ Pel"ry, Equipment Neads ancl.. Use of Poultry. Equipment 
~ .Bui1dinr.:s .911 Haine Poultry: Fa"~"rls, p. 9~10. 
12~ Ibid .. 
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With these figures on hand we may make a few s :imple 
deduct ions. In the first place we may say that by and large 
it is the larger scale poultrymen who benefit most from the 
use of running water. If these larger scale poultrymen have 
flocks of 1,200 or more layers, and, v if they can same 5.6 
minutes per day per 100 layers, then they save at least about 
an hour a day by having running water available. Fu.:bthermore, 
by conservatively estimating the cost or value of t~~t hour's 
labor at 75 cents and multiplying this by only 300 of the 
days of the year, we can say that this savings alone would 
probably amount to $225 or more every year. 
Another interesting angle of this labor problem is the 
13 
seasonal labor requirement of the poultrymen. The peak 
in labor requirements comes from June through September. 
Family labor, other than school children who work more during 
their summer vacations than at other times during the year, 
is rather steadily employed. Hired labor is used much more 
seasonally than family labor is. 
The labor needed on poultry flock chores was about two~ 
thirds greater during the spring months than during the fall 
months and about one-third greater than during the winter ani 
summer months. The main reason for this is the practice 
of these poultrymen to start the majority of their chickens 
during the spring months. Also, the e~tra tmme consumed 
in laying flock chores was partly responsible. It was found 
that o.n .the average 109 percent more time was required in the 
13. A.L. Perry, Farm and Labor on Maine Poultrz Farms, 
Table 7, ~. ·rr:- -
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sprir~ months than in the fall months on the chores for small-
er flocks as compared with 48 percent more on the larger 
flocks. This was due to the fact that more of the larger 
poultrymen started chickens in more than onef93ason of the 
year than did the smaller operators. This reduced the seasonal 
labor influence throughout the year for the larger operators 
and enabled them to operate nearer capacity throughout the 
year. This is further evidence of the more efficient use of 
labor on the part of large scale poultrymen. 
It was shown previously that the larger flock owners 
were more likely to have running water available and therefore 
benefit by saving labor time. Now we may take a look at more 
general statistics regarding labor time. 
Table V Relation Between Size of Laying Flocks ani , 
Time Spent Doing Chores on Laying Flocks 
Size of Minutes Dail;z :eer 100 Hens b~ Seasons 
Laying Flock Fall Winter S]ring Summer Average 
Under 300 67 71 73 78 ?2 
300-599 47 48 '51 51 49 
600-899 32 34 ~5 35 34 
900.:.1199 25 25 2? 26 23 
. 1200 and over 17 19 20 19 19 
Average 28 29 31 31 29 
These statistics indicate that for the 262 fanns included 
in this study the time required for doing the chores during 
every season of the year varies inversely with the size. of the 
flocks on the farm if these flock divisions are used. This 
seem to be a very important relationship from the standpoint 
of labor efficiency. 14 
14. Ibid., Talbe 8, p. 14. 
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Another study made in 1943 ,in Massachusetts yielded this 
interesting set of statistics. 15 
Table VI Labor Efficiency by Groups of Farms 
All High Medium Low 
Measure Earms Income Income Income 
NUmber of layers per Man-Average 532 '716 457 338 
Productive Work Units per Man 320 380 312 224 
Labor Costs per Bird (average no.) $1.96 $1 .. 85 $2.13 $1 .. 97 
Labor Costs per Do zen Eggs $ .12 $ .105 $ .138 $ .141 
Labor Returns per Man $26.79 $41.92 $2145. $904. 
Months of Hired Labor per Farm 6 6 10 2 
Average Wages per Month $88 $1J..O $78 $75 
Mos. of Operator-Family Labor 11 14 10 9 
It is quite apparent from these data that labor efficiency 
on the high income farms was superior to that of the other 
groups concerned. With a considerable amount of hatching 
business involving extra work for the high income group, the 
average number of hens per man was nevertheless more than tw~ce 
as great as in the low income group. The production work units 
per man on the high income farms were almost 70 percent greater 
than on the low income farms and 22 percent greater than on 
the medium income farms. Labor costs per bird ani per dozen 
eggs were less on the high income.fanns than they were on the 
medium or the low income farms. This is particularly signif-
icant since the highest wages were paid on these high income 
farms and the cost of family labor was higher because it was 
used more fully. Finally, it is interesting to notethat labor 
returns per man on the high inc ane farms are about 4t times 
15. C.R. Creek, op. cit.t Table 8, p. 10. 
as large as they are on the low income farms and almost 2 
times those on the medium income farms. These figures take 
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on still further significance when we note that by all measures 
of size heretofore mentioned i.e. ~ber of layers, cash 
receipts, and total man work units, the high incmme group is 
at least two times the size of the medium income group and 
three or four times the size of the low income group. 
Without making any sweeping generalizations from these 
particular facts it appears that we may safely say that labor 
efficiency is an important factor contributing to high returns 
and that large scale poultry farms have a decided advantage 
in labor efficiency. 
We shall now turn to full and efficient use of capital 
or investment. This is a very important factor in earning 
high returns in the poultry industry. There are two princi-
pal ways of reducing cost of porduction in the poultry industry. 
These methods are to increase production of eggs and poultry 
meat per animal unit and/or more efficient use of the factors 
of production. The former method will be dealt with later 
on, but one method of accomplishing the latte:t:· will be dealt 
with at length now. This method entails a fuller and more 
effective utilization of poultry buildings and equipment to 
the maximum profitable effieiert~y throughout the year. 
An mentioned above the poul tr;ymen with the large~ laying 
flocks (1200 and over), had more of a tendency to spread the 
dates of starting chickens than did the smaller producers. 
For this reason these larger poultry producers were able to 
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start more chickens per brooder stove than other poulgrymen. 
These same people had more of a tendency to have more than one 
lot of chiekens per stove. These two methods of operating 
enable the poultrymen with the larger flocks to use their 
brooder stoves more nearly to capacity than the smaller 
producers did. 
The commercial broiler raisers, although very few in number 
compared to egg producers, used their brooders an average of 
three times as much as egg producers. About 57 percent of the 
broiler producers started chickens in each of the four 
seasons of the year while 60 percent of the egg producefls 
started chickens during only one season of the year. 
When we examine the available data on incubators, we find 
a relationship similar to that with regard to brooding equip-
ment. The pdultrymen with the larger flocks· made more and 
fuller use of this equiDffient~ Thirty-eight percent of the 
poultrymen that housed 900 or more pullets during the fall 
of 1943 had incubators as compared with about 10 percent of 
those having smaller flocks. The capacity of these incubators 
ranged from 300 to 42,000. There were several incubators 
that were not used during the year covered by the statistics 
and these were of the smaller capacity variety. 
From the incubators used, a total of 1,185,745 chicks were 
hatched of which 90 percent were sold and 10 percent were 
raised on the farms on which they were hatched. About 95 percent 
of the chickens hatched were from incubators of 5000 or more 
egg capacity., These hat cherymen also. sold 97 percent of the 
l 
I 
bab"y chicks. If we assume four potential hatchings per 
season and 60 percent hatchabilityJ we must conclude by 
conservative estimate that the total available incubators 
operated at only about 38 percent of capacity during this 
recorded year. Again it was the largest of the incubators 
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which operated closer to capacity during the year. More than 
likely 100 percent of capacity use of the incubators could 
be made the year around, but is is just as likely that 
something closer to capacity would be more practical and more 
. 1 ~.:~ 16 econom~cal y soul~v 
We have already noted that the larger producers make more 
efficient use of egg graders and waterirg equipnent. To these 
we may add chicken ranges and nests. Ninety percent of the 
few people who raised laying flocks without range had lelil:s than 
600 layers per farm while only 8 percent of those not having 
range came from among those with 1,200 or more laying birds. 
It is also a fact that the intensity to which ranges were 
stocked with chickens was associated with the size of the 
flock. Those people with flocks of less than 300 laying 
birds averaged 500 chickens per acre of range while those with 
flocks of 1,200 and over averaged 630 per acre.17 
Nests were used by almost all poultxymen but purchased 
nests were used much more by the poultrymen with large flocks. 
The poultry producers with flock of 300 or less used about 
16. A.L. Perry, op. cit., Table 2, p. 5. 
1?. A.L. Perry, op. cit., Table 3 1 p. ?. 
, 
I 
twice as many nests ~er hundred birds as did the ~reducers 
with flocks larger than 1200 birds. 
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As would be ex~ected, the larger ~reducers of ~oultry 
made more and fuller use of. :poultry buildings than did their 
amaller counterparts. The capacity of the laying house 
increased with the size of the flock. On the smaller ~oultry 
far.ms the capacity of the pens was also quite a bit less 
than was the case on the larger farms. Poultrymen with the 
amaller flocks ke~t an average of 113 hens ~er ~en while 
those with the larger flock had an average of 205 hens per 
~en. Also, poultrymen with the larger flock tend to have their 
laying houses filled more nearly to ca~acity (about 81 percent) 
throughout the year than the smaller :producers, (about 32 
percent throughout the year). 18 
In brooder houses it is the broiler producers which are 
the most efficient users with their record of use at about 
two-thirds of capacity throughout the year while the egg 
producers use these brooder houses only about one-third off 
capacity throughout the year. 
Laying shelters are o~en-air buildings used on the range 
during the s1l..Q).mer months. Only 9 ~ercent of the poultrymen 
having laying flocks during the recorded year had laying 
shelters. None of the producers having less than 300 birds 
used these shelters while 32 ~ercent of those having 1200 
mor more layers had them. By using these shelters on the 
18. Ibid., Table 5, p. 12. 
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range, early hatched pullets con be housed in the permanent 
laying nuildings as they begin production while at the same 
time the old layers can be kept several months during the 
period of high egg prices. 
We have examined facts and statistics which indicate that 
full and effici~nt use of capital was sadly lacking on the 
many of the farms included in the study •. However, we also 
noted that wil rarely an exception the larger producers were 
far closer to full and efficient use of capital than were the 
smaller ones. 
In returning again to the Massachusetts study made in 
1943 we find more interesting material. Perhaps it m~ be 
wise to point out again that the high, medium, and low income 
groups into which these data are divided are likewise the 
large, meditun and small flock farms in the same order. 19 
Table VII Factors Related to Investment in the Poultry 
Industr 
All High Medium Low 
Farms Income Income Income 
of Layers-per Bird in Jan .. ij 1.32 J; 1 12 ,;p • $ 1.63 !h\ ~p 1.38 
of Layers-per Bird in Dec. 1.35 1.08 1.?1 1. 65 
Av-erage Investment per Bird 
With Dwelling 12.3? 9.66 13.90 19.03 
Without Dwelling 8.60 7.53 9.69 10.02 
-Average Investment per Bird 
With Dwelling 20.61 :f.8.24 20.36 28.69 
Without Dwelling 14.33 14.22 14.19 15.10 
Receipts,~ per $1 Investment 
With Dwelling 1.1? 1. 56 1~01 • 68 
Without Dwelling 1. 68 2.01 1.45 1.28 
19. C.R. Creek, op. cit. Table 6, p. 13 
• 
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An interesting fact concerning the value ~laced on the 
laying f~ock by t.he owner was tl?-e Cl,verage of $1.10 ~er head 
~laced on the bird which averaged 211 eggs for the year in the 
high income grou~s and $1.50 per head on the bird averaging 
167 eggs for the year. These latter birds may have to be sold 
for nearer $1. 00 ~er head and than an inventory loss would 
be incurred. 
The lowest investment ~er bird was on the high income 
farms where buildings and equi~ment were used closer to 
ca~aci ty the .year round by larger flocks. Receipts in ±elation 
to investment showed the greatest Elfficie ncy on the high income 
farms where cash receipts were $1.56 for each dollar of total 
inveatment and $2.01 for investment less dwelling. As cash 
sales per dollar invested increase, returns ~er hour of 
labor ger.erally increase. However, ~oultrymen should not 
strive for high sales per dollar invested by having a lack of 
investment in labor saving equipment i.e. hau~ing water by 
hand rather than install plumbing. An investment which will 
pay for itsel~by decreasing labor cost is a wise investment. 
In these particular data it is quite evident that the small 
low income farms were much less efficient in the use of 
capital and this was a contributing factor to the difference 
in net returns for the year. Over-capitalization casued 11high-
er takes, insurance, and interest costs as well as a higher 
charge for depreciation and repair. n 20 
20. Ibid., ~. 14. 
.e 
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Having covered size, labor efficiency, and investment 
efficiency to a certain extent, we now turn to production per 
laying bird. Because of their close relationship, we shall 
include feeding efficiency and mortality as subdivisions 
of the topic, egg ppoduction. 
When speaking of the production per bird, we must inevit-
ably touch upon the selection and breeding of the bird. New 
England breeds date all the way back to the days when the 
whaling ships and others brought many different breeds common 
to the Orient, the Mediterranean, Fr '"'nee, England, and Spainl 
However, most of these breeds carried wl1ite skin, feathers on 
the legs, five toes, or some other characteristics objection-
able to the hardy New Englanders of those days. For this 
reason they began crossing these alien breeds until they had 
developed the Barre~ Plymouth Rock and the Rhode Island Red. 
These two popular breeds of bird were developed between the 
years of the Civil War and the close of· the century.21 
A very important step in breeding occured in Massachusetts 
in 1912. In that year John C. Graham came to the Bay State and 
cecame head poultryman at Massachusetts State College in 
Amherst. Graham chose breeding as his center of research rather 
yhan nutrition, management, housing, incubation, or some other 
problem. To lead the attack on this breeding problem Mr. 
Graham selected Dr. Hubert D. Goodale, a young scientist trained 
in genetics. This proved to be a wis~ choice for six years 
21. G.F. Klein, The Poultry Industryi Quality Built, p. 4. 
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' 
later in 1918 Dr. Goodale announced that five characteristics 
i 
' 
all independentaly inherited were responsible for the inher-
' 
I 
itance of egg production, This was particularly ~portant 
because other investigators, who had ~een making genetic 
i 
studies since 1900, had got~ nowherk. 22 
i 
When Dr. Goodale left Massachusetts in 1922, Dr. F.A. 
I 
I 
Rays took up where Goudale had left off. Dr. Hays formulated 
! 
and effectively pursued this 5 point program of poultry breed-
' I 
ing for high egg production. 23 Thesei 5 points were: 
! 
I 
1. Early sexual maturity-laying at about 190 days with 
no breeders coming into laying at an age exceeding 
21:.5 days. 
2. High winter intensity-breeder$ that average to lay 
at least 3 days before they skip during the winter 
period, December, January, an~ February. 
i 
3. Non-pause-no winter let up in! production for eight 
days or longer, this really m~$ns no neck molt. 
4. Non-broody for pullet year. 
5. High persistency-a layine year of 280 days or more. 
! 
Note: These standards have to bei varied somewl~t with 
different strains and envirorm.ental c~ndi tions. 
Of these 5 points intensity and persistency are the most 
I 
i 
essential for high egg product:ii..on. Ip. checking the laying 
of a flock it is not the individual 2~0, 300, or 350 egg bird 
i 
that affords the prp~ress in increasipg the average flock 
prod~ction. The breeder looks for a ~amily of full sisters 
all giving high record and good in 
as possible. 
22. Ibid., p. 4. 
23. Ibid., p. 13 
I 
' 
an! many 
i 
i 
i 
! 
i 
! 
of the five points 
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After these outstandi~ families have been located, the 
J , 
breeder must then mate these birds to a male whose sisters have 
, 
been good layers, crossing the two families. Wnether or not 
the products of this cross breeding wi~l be high producers isn't 
determined until they are checked when: they become of laying 
age. The more birds the breeder trapnests and the more breed-
' ing peens he has for testi~~ males, the greater will be his 
progress. 24 One of the reasons ~yMassachusetts breeders are 
said to have been able to make such outstanding progress is 
' 
because they have large flocks which are tra'Pnf;Sted ~and many 
breeding pens for testing maJ. es. 
Hays work with the Massachusetts State College experimental 
flock has produced these results. 25 
No. of Characteristics 
Carried per Bird Average Egg Production 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
124.9 
157.4 
188.0 
223.9 
251.6 
A breakdown of these figures to in;dicate the relative 
i importance of these 5 points yields tb,ese results. 
No. of Birds Classification • Average Annual Difference 
of Birds Production 
23 Lack persistency 196.4 55.2 182 Lack intensity 220.2 31.4 195 Lack :non-pause 227.4 24.2 20 Lack non-broodiness 234.8 16.8 19 Lack early maturity 244.$ 6.9 309 All five characters 251.6 -~w-
24. A trapnest is a device desinged to hold a chicken in her 
nest until the egg she has layed ,is collected. 
2 5 . G. F. Kl e i n, o p . cit . , p • · 13 • 
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Because of the practical difficulties encountered in 
trapnesting and progeng testing plus the time conswming work 
involved, only the government supported experiment stations 
or tae very large producers can afford the expense involved 
in carrying out such operations on ailarge scale. However, 
trapnesting can be done an a limited scale and progeny test 
·results can benefit a large ru.mber of poultrymen through the 
purchase of chicks from the large hatcheryment. It has also 
been founi that the first 90 days production of pullets has a 
high correlation with their average annual production. This 
particular discovery has made possible a considerable reduction 
of the practical limitations placed on progeny testing due 
primarily to the length of time required for its completion. 
The establishment and promotion of R. 0~ P. flocks in these 
New England states is another important movement closely 
associated with high egg production and progeny testing. It 
has been said that 11 the basis of all; outstan:iing production 
I 
flocks is the R.O.P. Breeding Prograrn. 1126 Iri. order for a 
breeder's flock to be designated as conforing to R.O.P. Stand-
ards in New Hampshire ~and the standards of other R.O.P. 
associations in New England are· very, similar) a flock must have 
the following characteristics. 27 
L. Freedom from Pullorum Disease-This means that 
birds have been tested by the standard tube 
agglutination method under the supervision of 
the New Hampshire Departmoot. of Agriculture and 
no reactors found. · 
26. New Hampshire Poultry Growers A~sociation. p. 25, R.O.P. 
stands for quality. (R.O .. P. -Re1cord of Performance) 
27. Ibid., p. 86-87. 
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2. Breed Characteristics-A bird must conform to a 
reasonable degree to the established character-
istics of the breed and must be free of 
disqualifications. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
;§.. 
Production Requirements-To qualify as an R,O.P 
female a bird must have :produced a minimum of 
200 eggs of standard size in 365 consecutive days. 
Egg Weight-The eggs of a bird must average at 
least 24 oz. :per dozen for the :period beginning 
3 months after :production s-tarts and ending 
with the first laying year. 
Body Weight-A hen in order to qualify as R.O.P. 
must weigh at least 4.5· lbs. if a N.H., W.R., 
or B.R., or R.I.R. and~~P lbs. if a Leghorn. 
R.O.P. Male- A male bird must be free from 
standard q·isqualif'imatio ns ~:nd must show 
evidence of good vigor and vitality. His dam· 
must have been an R,O.P. hen laying 200 or mo:ce 
eggs and the sire must have _been an R.O.P. male. 
R.O.P. Matings-This is a mating CMm:psed of a group 
of R.O.P. females mated to a single R.O.P. male. 
R.O.P. hatching eggs and R.O.P. chicks are the :pro-· 
duct of an R.o.P. mating, :provided the chicks are 
wing banded ( for identification) at hatching 
time. 
Flock Mated R.O.P. Hatching'Eggs and Chicks-
These are hatching eggs and chicks :produced from 
a mating of several R.O.P. males, mated to 
several R.o.P. females. These chicks are known 
as 11 Flock Mated R.O.P. Chicks . 11 
Register of Merit or Progeny Testing-Official 
recognition is given to R.O.:P. sires and R.O.P. 
dams who :produce Eroge~ of special merit as follows: 
R. 0 .P. (register oof merit) female- This is an 
R.O.P. female at least one-third of whose daughters 
and a minimum of four qualify in R.O.P. 
R.O.P. male-This is am R.O.J?. male one-third of 
whose daughters and a minimum of twenty qualify 
in R.O.P. 
• 
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These rater stringent r~quireme~ts made the members of this 
association a rather select group whos.e rum.bers are very limited~ 
However, the influence of this group and their work are felt far 
and wide through the distribution of their hatching eggs and 
baby chicks. 
Turning now to the influence of feeding efficiency on agg 
production per hen we note thf!.t there has been considerable pro-
gress made in the past 25 years. There has been much seientific 
work done in poultry natrition,, ani neyr feeding practices on many 
poultry farms have resulted from this work.-
Correct feeding practic~s for prpper growth and production 
calls for a ration containing all the nutrients required in just 
the right proportions for the, animal· t:o be fed. If a nutrient 
is not fed in the correct proportion, grqwth, production, or 
repn~ductionmay be interfered with. An excess of a natrient 
may be wasted or simply stored in the body while a de-ficiency may 
cause a limiting of the potential capability of a chicken. one 
. . 
of the recent developnents in.poultl:y nutrition is the determination 
of correct feeding standards for poultry through the study of 
' 
requirements necessary for pvarper growth, production, and repro-
duction. 
Proteins and vitamins are two nutrients which have received 
particular attention by poultry nutrition experts. Proteins are 
very important in order for the chickeh to form healthly skin, 
feathers, muscles, and vital organs of' the body. The {lfommon 
' 
grain feeds are often deficietit is the~e proteins and therefore 
5l 
additions of SJ?ecial protein foods must be na.de to the }?oultry 
• ration. It has been }?roved that the addition of :pro}?er J?ro tein 
SUJ?J?le.ments to a cereal grain ration results in doubling the egg 
! . 
J?roduction. Furthermore, it reduces the feed requirement for the 
}?ro duct ion of a J?OUnd of eggs by nearly' one-half. 28 
Investigations into the v;itamin needs of poultry have 
yielded beneficial results for feeding efficiency. It has been 
discovered that the J?resence oi certain:vitamins is. a hen's diet 
has considerable influence on t~e hatch~bility of her eggs. In 
laboratory tests it has been found that .the addition of vitamins 
to a hen's diet increased the natchability of her eggs from 23.6 
J?er cent to 62 J?er cent.29 Many studie~ have beenmade deter-
, 
mining the influence of the ~ck of }?articular vitamins on the 
health and activity of poultry.: 
Generally it has been fou,nd that commercial mash contains 
I 
more J?rotein and is better balanced wit~ other nutrients than 
most farm grain feeds~ 30 This 'indicates that those J?OUltry farms 
stressing commercial mas~ as a basic feed are likely to be doing 
more efficient feeding than others using their own feeds. New 
England poultrymen have been found to use as much or more commer-
cial mash than any other region in the country, therefore they 
I 
may be considered among the leaders in feeding efficiency in this 
28. Missouri Agricultural ~~riment Station, Bulletin 225. 
29. J".G. Halpin and H.W. Steen back, Q,uality .2.f Hatching~ 
Depands £E the Ration,quoted in J".A. Hopkins, Cha~es ~ 
Technology~ Labor Jlequirement::; il: Livestock Production: 
Poultry, p. 31 
3 0 . J". A. Ho p ki ns , o J?. cit • , p ~ 3 3 • 
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' 
respect. In addition the size of New England :poultry farms 
- justifies and demands that their owners 'and operators follow the 
recommendations of these experts in :poulitry nutrition. 
i 
The intensification of the :poultry! enterprises in reeent 
! 
years has brought increased conbern overi the control of martality. 
! i 
! 
This problem has been felt by :p6ultryme~ all over the country. 
: ! 
I i 
The :past 25 or 30 years has bro'\.1ght a re:duction in the mortality 
' ! 
lasses of chicks, but losses among aduiht: chickens seem to have 
, ' i 
' \ 
increased somewhat. From year to year m~ny :pouitry.men still 
i ! 31 
experience an average loss of 20 or morel :per cent of the flock. 
i 
Poultry are subject to a large .r.um~~ of diseases and 
' 
:parasites. For many of these there is nb effective treatment 
. i 
i 
and the whole flock may h~ve to be dispo~ed of .in order to 
eradicate the disease. 
High flock mortality causE)s serious bad effects on manage-
' 
ment efficiency. Some of these \mmre ser~os effects are as follows: 
1 .. 
2. 
3. 
' ; I \ 
Results in idle space 1in the ll;tying house thereby 
reducing the returns on the inyestment. 
. i 
i 
Number of birds cared· for is r~duced thereby 
reducing labor effici~ncy. 1 
Dead birds have no meat value ~hereby reducing 
the salvage value of the flock~32 
; 
Preventive measures and sanitary cpntrol are' of :r>r;i:mary 
• I : 
i 
importance to the :Prevention of these pofltry diseases and the 
maintenance of a heal thy flo ole.. Some fl ck owners reduce 
31. Ibid., ~. 3?. 
It 32. R.H. Tremblay, loc. cit. 
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mortality rates somewhat by close cullingj but, although losses 
i 
were reduced somewhat, their returns were not as great as poultry-
men having healthy flocks. 33 
Our New England poultrymen have been particularly conscious 
I 
I 
of .llOOU'tality losses in view of the fact that many areas find the 
poultry enterprise rather highly conceptrated. Their experiences 
with preventive measures and sanity coptrol have been rewarded~ 
The careful management practices put ih effect by New England 
poultrymen have given this seqtion the best mortality records 
in the country. 34 Hatching eggs and b~by chicks from this area 
have been sought after by farms scattered all over thecountry. 
One of the principle reasons for this has been the fact that such 
unusually large numbers of them have been found to be free of 
disease. 
We have made p~evious mention of. the fact that concentration 
on fall egg production is considered a: highly desirable manage-
, . 
1 
ment practice. Furthermore, it was pofnted out that New England 
has increased the percentage of its total production which is 
produced oturing this period more than ?-ny other region in the 
35 
country. 
Now we shall briefly _ex~ine thei-results of this practice 
on the profitableness of the poultry industry in this area. The 
last six months of the year. a~e ge rerally the months when eggs 
33. R.H. T~emblay 1 loc. cit. 
34. Monthly Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, May_l950, p.2. 
35. B.R. Hurt, loc. cit. 
' 
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bring the highest prices during the ye~r. For example, during 
! 
one year the price of large eggs average 1?.7 cents per dozen 
' ' 
higher the last six months of 'the year i than they did the first 
i 
-
six months. Medium eggs were '9.5 cents per dozen high from June30 
to December 31. 36 
i 
The last quarter of! the year usually finds egg 
! 
prices substanti-ally higher t~an durin~ the preceding quarter. 
I 
!On the 122 Connecticut p:oul try ftrms .referred to above it 
' 
was found that tll:n.ose farmers selling tq wholesale outlets who 
I 
I 
' I 
r,>roduced more than 50 r,>er cent of thei4 eggs during these high 
j 
priced months ended up up a higher ave*age return per_:l1.our of 
i 
' . 
labor for the year than dther :fa.mmen.s ~ecei ved. ~hose producing 
I 
more than 50 per cent during July to D~cember earned returns of 
! i 
$.96 per hour.while those prod,ucing JheE?s than 50 per cent of 
their eggs during this period :averagedlonly $.69 per hour. 37 
' i 
In addition it was found that it !also paid those poultry-
: 
' i 
men who sold their eggs at retail or f6r hattching to produce their 
! I 
highest precentage of total V01lume dur~ng the fall of the year~ 
I 
I 
Havil;lg surveyed a number of or,>er~ ting and management 
' i 
procedures followed by New England poui tryme n, We have now gained 
. ' I 
I 
some knowledge of the reasons ifor New England 1 s favorable position 
, I 
in the poultry industry relative to so.rfe other areas. Throughout 
I 
this chapter the advantages of1 a large i size poultry enterprise 
i 
I 
has been emphasized. It was noted that those farms which operated 
I i 
I 
efficiently with respect to otiher desirable management practices 
I 
i 
I 
36. Timely Topfucs on Poultry Management, Wirthmore Poultry Service 
Departmentt Charles W. Cox Co., 1949, ~. 12. 
37. R.H. Tremblay, op.cit~, :p. 12 
• 
L 
cited were almost invariably the large size farms. This was 
true regardless of what mea sur~ of s iz~ was used. All of the 
studies referred to in this paper cons~stently point out the 
importance of size in laying tp.e basis ifor a sound economic 
foundation of a poultry enterprise. 
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Effic~ency in the use of' labor i~ one the most irmportant 
management practices for tlw successful operation of a poultry 
farm. Our large specialized New Englartd poultrymen are well 
aware of this problem and have. taken steps to make U·~e of 
operatort family, and hired labor to t~e best advantage. 
Full and efficient use of investment is still another 
management practice which our 1 arge Nevr England poultrymen have 
i 
taken advantage of. These same poultrymen have also attained 
one of the highest average rru.m.ber of eggs produced l)er.,.hen 
i . 
of any region in the ccuntry. Proper feeding according to the 
latest advances in poultry rut±ition h$-ve made this _,high average 
; 
egg production per hen possible. Prev~ntavive health measures 
i 
and strict sanity control ha-ge also coJ!ltributed apprecialhly 
to this high average. Finally, concentration on fall egg pro-
duction has llreen carried further by th~se New Engl.a.nd producers 
' than it has in any other area. This has added considerable to 
: i 
the advantage in profits enjoyed by thyse poultrymen. 
Before closing this chapter we shall b~iefly examine two 
I 
more evidences of the favorable relative position of our New 
Englarrl poultry position. In 1948 the! six New England states were 
i 
among the first seven states in the nation tn cash receipts per 
! . 
'I 
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38 I layer. The standing of 'the first eight; states of the nation 
! 
:~ with respect to cash receipts per layer f~om eggs follows: 
e· 
1. Connecticut 5. New J'~rsey 
2. Rhose Island 6. New H~pshire 
3. Maine 
4. Massachusetts 
7. Vermont 
8. New Ybrk 
This leadership in cash receipts pe:r :}Jayer is especially 
significant since these New England poultl:-ym.en pay more for thelir 
' 
feed than other producers. Again it is rioted that feed averages 
about 60 per cent of the total costs of raising chickens and 
producing eggs. 
Feed is not the only expensive item to New England poultry-
men. nNew England 1 s tax levies on farm r~al est,ate per $100 
valuation are twice that of any area in the country except the 
I 
Middle Atlantic states. Fuel bill for btooding are higher than 
inmany areas, and farmers .must compete Y,ith city waa!$es for hired 
labor. 1139 
The most important factor offsetti~ the high cost of feed, 
labor, fuel, etc. is the high egg produc:tio n per hen of New England 
~ 
producers. Here again the si:x; New Englap<i states are among the 
! 
' first seven states in the nation with re'spect to egg production 
' ' 
' 
per hen. Beluw are the first eight stat'es in the national ranking 
' ' 40 
with respect to egg production per hen. : 
i 
38. Farm. Finance, by the Federal Res erie Bank of Boston, November 
.f 1949, p. 4. 
39. Ibid. 
40. Farm. !',inance, by the Federal Reserye Bank of Bo stan, April 
1950. p. 4. I 
1. Vermont 
2. Massachusetts 
3. Connecticut 
4. Rhode Island 
5. Washington 
6. Maine ! 
7 ~ New Hampshire 
8'. New York 
! 
5? 
Remembering the relative im:portan9e of feed costs and mating 
further that the cost to maintain a hen remains constant whether 
she :produces 50 or 350 eggs a year, we 9an readily secognize the 
I 
i great importance of producing a large n'\liflber.-·of eggs per hen. 
' 
The ma:nageme tit"':efficie ncies described above plus the nearby 
! 
markets which· pay a premium for qu ali tyi products, have enabled 
. I 
New England poultrymen to .meet their hi1gh feed and labor bills 
and still attain a highly favorable 'posji tio n. Now that we have 
exam~ned :pn1!1duction.efficiencies of these New England poultrymen 
i 
we shall turn to an examination of mar~eting operations in this 
area. 
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III~ Market Ope ratio nsi 
We shall now turn to an inspection o)f the market operations 
' 
of the New England egg industry. This a~ an extremely im:port.ant 
aspect of the industry ±s so far as the ~uality of the egg when 
it reaches the· consumer depends to a eon~iderable extent on the 
merketing function from the time it leavJs .the poultrymen until 
it is placed in the hands of the consumer. 
Since New England receives higher prices for its eggs than 
any other section of the country and sin,be their eggs have a 
I 
re-putation for high ·quality, we shall first concern ourselves 
! 
i 
with the relationship of market~ng pract1ices and egg quality. 
An interesting study along thie line wasi ur:dertaken by Cornell 
University Agricultural Station and rev~aled many interesting 
1 
facts. 
I 
This study indicated again the re~at·ively larger size of the 
J 
floclcs in New England states compared with other Northeastern 
states i. e. New York, New Jerse:y, Pe nneyl vania, Delaware I 
i 
Maryland, and west Virginis. A com-pari$on of average size of 
' i ' 
' 
flocks with over 100 birds or more yields these figures for the 
several states. 
Table 1. AVERAGE SIZE OF FLOCK WITH 10b BIRDS OR MORE2 
Maine 600 
Connecticut 560 
Rhode Isla~ 554 
New York 360 
Pennsylvania 310 
West Virginia 165 
i 
1. W. Earle, Marketing_ Practices and :m_gg_ Quality, 1948-49, Feb-
ruary, 1950. Massachusetts averag~ flock size was not included 
but other source~ indicated tbat i-t would have exceeded all o:t. 
those listed. · I 
! 
2. Ibid., Table 2, p .. ;a~. 
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It was discovered that poultrymen )in the New England states 
gathered eggs about 3 or more times dai~y most of the year. In 
comparing this practice in the New England states with that of 
i 
the other Northeastern states it was noted that the New England 
r 
I 
states gathered eggs more frequently throughout the year than do 
I 
the poultrymen of the other states. In 1 Connecticut and Maine, 
for example £he most frequent number of! times eggs were gathered 
was three, while in New York and Pennsy~vania it was .two. This 
I 
third collection represents an addi tion.al safeguard to quality 
I 
in eggs on their way to market, 
i 
Another safeguard to quality is firund in the rep1!7rt tbat 
I 
i 
about 15 percent more New Enlgand farme:rs kept layers confined 
to building than did poultrymen in othe!r Northeastern states. 
Also, more New England poultrymen excluded males from their 
laying flocks. Confinement to buildin~s is considered a good 
practice because not as many dirty eggd are found umer this 
i 
management practice as are found when ]!.ayers are free to roam 
I 
ou tdol!7rs. This is especially true during wet weather when the 
i 
hens feet are wet and dirty. Wl~en eggs are laid outdoors during 
the warmer months, the unsanitary conditions and high temperature 
i 
cause quality deterioration. 
Metal pails and wire baskets wer~ the most popular types 
of containers in which eggs were colle~ted for the market. After 
the eggs were collected practically al~ poultrymen cleaned them. 
The percentage of poultrymen in New England who used cleaning 
I 
I 
machines only slightly exceeded the percentage of poultrymen in 
• 
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in other states who used machines. Wip~ng them with a wet cloth 
i 
or use of a dry hand buffer was the most popular cleaning method. 
After eggs were cleaned, it was noted that ove~ 83 percent of the 
\ 
I 
eggs shipped to receivers were sized before they were sent to 
market. 
About 82 percent of the farms pre~cooled the cases before 
I 
packing the eggs. On mo.st farms this meant t.hat the egg cases 
' 
were held in the egg storage room which: was not necessarily 
adequately cooled. Nost of th$Se farms; used the dwelling house 
celdar as the egg st~!l7age room·. 
! Usuall-Y tbere were no special. 
facilities for controlling temperature !and humidity in these egg 
i 
I 
rooms. There were only a few ~ar.ms ha~ing specially constructed 
i 
egg storage rooms. These were found again on tl1e larger poultry 
I 
far.ms on the New England area where ~ufficient size of operation 
made their use practical. 3 
Having surveyed the inod.e of operation of some of the North"-: 
I 
eastern poultrymen, the study, referred. to previously, attempted 
i 
i 
to discover the quality of eggs at the fann and the relation of 
quality to management practice~ and ho~ding conditions. 
The management practice~ on the farms studied that were 
considered to be desirable were: 4 
1. Keeping flocks of 400' or more layers 
2. Gathering eggs three time or more daily 
3. Keeping laying flocks
1 
CGJ.nfined 
4. Keeping no ma]:es in tP,e laying flock 
None of these management practices aloine was enough to explain the 
I 
variation among farms in the number o~ AA quaJ..ity egg produced 
3. W. Earle, Marketing E.J:.a.c.tices and ~~ Q,uali ty, September 1949, 
Table 10 p. 8. ' 
4. I"l!Yid. p. 9 
e 
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The benefits of following only one desira~le·practice wer·e easily 
I 
' 
offset by following .ibther less desirabe practices. on· the farms ... 
that followed none of the first three desJrable practices mentioned 
above, only 43 percent of the eggs graded; AA quality, while on the 
I 
fa:rrm.s that followed all three practices, '61 percent of the egg 
' 
' 
' 
were AA quality. The size of flpck in~r~ased from 240 on farms 
where none of these desirable practices were carried out to 880 
where all three practices were followed. 
When the facdlOr "whether males are i inlaying flock" replaced 
I 
' 
11 size of flock" as a :if'actnr, the level 9f quality changed some-
what. On the farms where none of these ~esirable practices were 
~arried out, 2? percent prade AA eggs were produced while those 
I 
following all three of these practices were shipping 60 percent 
' gnade .AA quality eggs. Using this secon,ti set of criteria again 
showed an increase in size of flock fromi 2'70 where none of these 
! 
practices were followed to 300 where one: was followed, 460 where 
' I 
two were followed, al'ld 580 where three ~ere followed. 
Both· of these sets of desirable practicejs indicated that produ~rs 
with large flocks tel'ld to follow more o~ the desirable practices 
than those with small nooks. This m.at~rial in tabular form in 
fou l1d below. 5 
Table 2. Relation of Size of Flock, Makes in Flock, and 
Times Eggs Gathea-ed to Level to Quality at the Farms 
Facmdlr Number i of desirable practices 
None : 1 2 3 
Management practices; 
Size of flock 240 !210 400 880 
Times eggs gathered 1.8 /2.2 ~ .1. 3.3 
Grade Percent of eggs 
AA 43 50 57 61 
A 45 38 33 30 
B 10 5 5 3 
5. Ibid. , Tables 13 and 14, pp. 11 a.ndi 12 
• 
Table 3. Relafion of Layers Confined, Males in Flock, and 
Times Eggs Gathered to Le,vel of Quality at the Farm 
Fact6r 
Management ~ractices: 
Size of flock 
Times eggs &athered 
Grade 
AA 
A 
B 
Number of desirable·practices 
None l 2 3 
270 
1.6 
300 
2.2 
Percent 
.27 52 
45 38 
19 4 
460 
2.7 
of eggs 
53 
35 
5 
580 
3.4 . 
60 
32 
3 
62 
We shall now turn to an examination of the holding conditions 
and how they affect egg quality, The two most im~ortant holding 
conditions are humidity in the egg room and temperature in the 
egg_case. 
Eggrooms at the farm having temperatures averaging 64 degree 
and humidity averaging 73 per c¢nt yielded 47 per cent grade AA 
quality eggs. Those eggeooms with similar temperature conditions 
but with a much higher humidity condition, 85 percent to be 
exact, yielded 63 percent grade AA quality eggs. 
When the temperature of the eggrooms averaged 70 degrees, 
the same type of relationshi~ ~as found between eggs held under 
high and low humidity conditions. Those eggrooms with average 
humidity of 68 percent yielded 52 percent grade AA quality eggs 
while those having an ave rage .humidity of 87 per cent yielded 
62 per cent grade AA quality eggs. 6 
Although we would normally expect temperatures to have a 
greater infl~ence on quality than these figures indicate, it is 
6. w. Earle, Marketing Practices and ~gg Quality, Sept. 1949, 
Table 12, p. 10 
:I 
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believed that tbe difference of six degrees between high and low 
groups was not sufficient to cause any difference in the level 
of quality at the farm. 
Both the desirable management practices which w~re importanu 
to the maintenance of high quality egg production and the holding 
conditions most desirable were carried out by New England poultry-
men. It was noted above that the size of flocks in New England 
were of larger average size than the flocks of other states. 
Furthermore, these Yankee poultrymen gathered their eggs more 
frequently, were more inclined to have their hens confined to 
builidings, and were less likely to permit males to mix with 
their laying flocks. All of these management practices have been 
shown to be favorable to producing quality eggs. 
It may also be p~es~ed that since humidity and temperature 
affect the quaLity of eggs these New England poultrymen again lead 
other areas. We have noted that for the most part the or.Qy egg-
rooms which had;:special facilities for control of temperature and 
humidity were specially constructed eggrooms. Most of these 
specially constructed eggrooms are located in New England. There-
fore, these New England pou+trymen with specially constructed 
egg holding rooms are in a better position to hold eggs under 
temperature and humidity canditions most favorable to the mainten-
ance of high quality. 
It has also been discovered that the largest drop in quality 
occurs during the trar.sfer.;~period between the first and second 
receiver. Transportation to tne terminal markets from first 
'f 
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receiver's plants was usually carried ... om in uninsulated trucks 
which offered little protection to egg quality. 
However, even after the drop in quality from farm to second 
receiver, over 80 percent of the eggs were still in grades AA and A. 
Even though these eggs still have to move through the retail stores 
before they reach consumer, it was found that their general high 
quality was sustained through retail channels. This mamtenance 
of a high level of quality through marketing channels makes eggs 
from these states particularly attractive to buyers. This is 
especially true when compared with eggs from midwestern states 
which graded only 59 per cent in the top two grades when received ~ 
central assembling plants which are still many miles and hours from 
eastern markets. 7 
After dealing with the affect of market operations on egg 
quality and pointing out the relatively favorable position of the 
New England poultryman, we sha1l now turn to an examination of some 
of the business operations of wholesale egg buyers. These wholesa~ 
egg buyers constitute the most important single class of receiver 
of eggs in this area. Wholesale egg dealers consist of buyers from 
i·me·:pendently owned companies, cooperatively owned organiz.ations, or 
branches of chain organizaitions~ When comparing the percentage 
of eggs sold through the various wholesale channels in New England 
with that in the :Middle Atlantic States, we find that in New Englallil.d 
7. "Egg Q,uali ty Dhanges During M~rketing in the North Central 
States and Kentucky, 11 by the Technical Market ~ng Committee of 
the North Central States ab:i Kentucky, quoteEJ: ~n W. Earle, 
:Marketing Practices ~ ~ Q,ua li ty, Se::ptembecr 1949. 
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57 percent are sold to independently owned companies, 17 percent 
to cooperatively owned, and 26 ~ercent to chain opganizations. 
In the Middle Atlantic states 72 percent are sold to independently 
owned 1, 23 per cent to cooperatively owned, and only 5 per ce'nt 
to chain organi?ations. The most striking difference is the 
greater relative importance of chain organizations in New Englani. 8 
In New England two-thirds of the business of these wholesale 
egg buyers was confined to dealing in eggs. The other one-third 
was concerned with poultry and other products ~uch as batter, 
cream, meat, etc. These New England poultry receivers had a 
greater proportion of their number dealing solely in eggs than 
did the receivers in the Middle Atlantic area. 
A study of some of the statistics concerned with the pro-
curement of eggs in New England and the Middle Atlantic states 
yields more interesting comparisons. 9 Of the receivers included 
in the survey, it was discovered that the average number of cases 
purchased by the Middle Atlantic receivers was 30 1 675 or about 2500 
cases per month. In New England on the other hand we find that 
the average rumber of cases purchased by wholesale receivers 
was 48,873 or about 4,000 peD=month. About 66 per cent of the 
eggs purchased by wholesale receivers ·in the Middle Atlantic 
. states originated in the state in which they were purchased, while 
approximately 76 per cent of· eggs handled by New England wholesale 
receivers originated in those states. 
8. W. Earle,.Business Operations£! Northeastern Wholesale~ 
Buyers., 1948, Table 1, p. 7 
9. Ibid., Table 3, p. 8 
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The volume of business of these wholesale egg buyers was 
not distributed evenly throughout the year in either tile New 
England or Middle Atlantic area. A v.ery significant difference 
between the method of ope:Dation of poultrymen in New Englan:i ·with 
that of poultrymen in-~ the Middle Atlantic arid other Northwastern 
states is revealed by several table concerned·with the distribution 
of purchases throughout the year. 
In the first place New England receivers purchased 7 6 percent 
of their ege;s from farmers in the New England states. An additional 
8 per cent were purchased from dealers in the same area. The 
Middle Atlantic poultrymen purchase 66 per cent of their eggs from 
farmers within that area and 14 per cent were purchased from 
10 dealers within the area. These figures point out the importance 
():f local producers to the .r:holesalers of both areas. 
By examining a monthly index of total egg purchases from 
all areas made by both New England and Middle Atlantic poultr:ymen 
it becomes quite apparent that the volume of business was not 
evenly distributed over the year in either area. The study 
referred to aumve indicated that in New England, the volume of 
receipts was 28 per cent below the monthly average for the year 
during July, andgradually increased to 16 per cent above the 
average during January. Thereafter, the nwmber of cases handled 
decreased to 14 per cent below the monthly average during June. 
This clearly points up the fact that the largest volume of 
purchases is made during the last six months of the year in the New 
England area. 
10. Ibid., Table 4, p. 9 
The variation in volume of receipts in the Middle Atlantic area was 
e not as regular from .month to· .month as was the case in the New 
England area. The volume of receipts for·any one month after June 
did not exceed the average .monthly volume for the year until 
Decembe~. In J~nuary the volume of receipts continued higher than 
the annual monthly average but in.February it fell just u_nder the 
monthly average. In March receipts surged back to 11 per cent 
above the monthly aver?-ge fo.r the year and fil'lally reached a peak 
· 26 per cent abov·e. the average in April. After April the volume of 
receipts tapered off until it just equalled the monthly average for 
the year in June. 
· "The dis.tribution of t};l.e volume of business indicated the 
earlier hatching of chicks in New England since receipts were 
above the monthly average beginning in-October. In the Middle 
Atlant·ic states, where the average size of flock was considerably 
smaller than in the New England areal receipts did not rise above_ 
the month&y average until December, and reached the peak three 
months later in the spring than did r~eceipts in the New England 
11 States. 
The difference in the date chicks were hatched was brought 
about more clearly when only the eggs purchased from farmers in 
the immediate area of the 1buye:r1;!;s :plant were considered. In New 
England, purchases advanced above the monthly average in September 
and reached the peak during December and Jaruary. For the Middle 
Atlantic area, receipts were just at the average in December and 
increased gradually to a peak during April. nl2 
11. Ibid., p. 10 
12. Ibid., Table 6, p. lO. 
This material in tabular form follows: 
Table 4. Montitl-y Index of Egg Purchases Direct from 
Farmers Within the State 
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Month New England Middle Atlantic Northeast 
1947 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1948 
Jamary 
February 
· Ma.:nch 
April 
May 
June 
80 
81 
109 
123 
127 
127 
125 
99 
97 
95 
78 
69 
82 
77 
87 
93 
92 
100 
110 
97 
114 
130 
116 
102 
77 
79 
97 
107 
108 
112 
116 
98 
106 
114 
99 
87 
The New England buyers made purchases from dealers within 
the state in which the plant was located in an apparent attempt 
to even out the volume of receipts. Purchases from dealers were 
highest from January through June when purchases from farmers 
were ge~~rally below the monthly average (table 5). 
Purchases from dealers within the Middle Atlantic States tended 
to be highest in the months from September through Jaruary. 
11Receipts from. farmers were relatively low during most of these 
months (when purchases were made from dealers) but were consider-
ably lower during the months just before the t~e of greatest 
purchases from dealers. 1113 
13. Ibid., Table 7 1 p. 11. 
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Table 5. Monthly Index of Egg Purchases Direct from Dealers 
Within the State 
Month New England Middle Atlantic Northeast 
1947 
July. 41 64 57 
August 53 66 62 
September 65 105 93 
October 99 116 111 
November 103 108 107 
December 91 122 113 
1948 
January 116 145 136 
February 117 95 102 
Marek 143 90 106 
April 127 109 114 
May 142 95 109 
June 103 85 90 
The largest purchases of eggs made outside the Northeast by 
New England buyers were made during the months when the volume 
of business received from local farmers was seasonally low. 
From September through January purchases outside the Northeast 
ranged from 29 to 66 per cent below the monthly average while 
during the same period purchases made from nearby far.mers were 
largest. During the period from February through August purchases 
from areas outside the Northeast were well above the monthly aver-
age and p;~.rchases frcm local farmers were relatively low. 
In contrast to this pattern of operations displayed by 
New England pou+trymen, buyers in t4e Middle Atlantic area 
followed a somewhat different policy in relation to purchases 
from areas outside of the Northeast. The buyers in this Middle 
Atlantic area distrubuted their volume of shipments from states 
outside the Northeast over the year in about t~e same way they 
distributed receipts from producers within the state in whd:tth 
the plant was located. 
• 
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The study referred to above had this significant comment 
to make on the comparison of the activities of New England and 
Middle Atlantic receivers of eggs. 11 Since receipts from states 
outside the Northeast were high during the spring (to buyers 
in the Middle Atlantic states),, this would indicate that the 
Middle Atlantic buyers were maillQy acting as receivers of surplus 
eggs from the Midwest rather than attempting to even out their 
volume of receipts (from lo~al sources) as the New England 
buyers were doing. ul4 
Table 6. Monthly Index of Egg Purchases from Outside the Northeast 
Month New England Middle Atlantic Northeast 
1947 
July 112 91 101 
August 116 75 93 
September 53 85 71 
October 34 96 68 
November 43 84 65 
December 37 93 68 
1948 
January 71 127 101 
February 105 91 97 
March 153 109 129 
April 164 143 153 
May 157 91 121 
June 155 115 133 
The material presented above indicates that the New England 
market egg iniustry is a large,· specialized industry. These New 
England producers concentrate the greater portion of their egg 
production during the latter part of the year so as to take 
advantage of the higher :prices; during that time of the year.. In 
r· 
14. Ibid. :p. 12 . 
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order to purduce more eggs during these high price months New 
1 
·e England p01iltrymen have had to prepare for earlier hatching of 
chicks than do the poultrymen of many other areas. During the 
months when supplies of eggs from local producers are below the 
average monthly volume, New Engl'ar:d receivers resort to purchases 
from dealers rather than farmers within the state, from outside 
of the state but within the Northeast, or from outside of the 
Northeast (table 6). 
During one summer week of the study mentioned above it was 
noted that a-ll of the 156 buyers incJ.uded in the study pm:rchased 
an average of 460 cases of eggs. In New England the buyers purhhased 
an average of 629 cases; the Middle Atlantic buyers purchased an 
average of 392 casesw Because this was during the summer it pro~ 
bably represents one of the lowest volumes for any week of the 
year. However, the element of size still retains the relationship 
pointed out at various piliaces above. 
The information covered above is further substantial 
evidence of the superior ope~ation of poultry farms in the New 
England area. Both in the production of eggs for market and the 
care and preparation for these eggs to move through the marketing 
channels, New England poultrymen have followed most of the soundest 
methods of operation. This is particularly moticeable with respect 
to the local increase in production during the 11 high price months 11 
during the end of the year ani, also, in the use of foreign eggs 
only to fill in the gaps during that time of the year when local 
production slackens somewhat. Finally, we have seen further 
evidence of the large relative size of the average flock in New 
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Englam as compared with other important :paul try :producing areas. 
All these are evidence of the specialized nature of the :poultry 
• ' M .... •0 ' 0 
industry in this area with its :planning, consta~t application of 
the :preferred management :practices, and oasis on a sound local 
~reference for its :product. 
It is a well known fact that New Englanders :prefer brown 
eggs in contrast to most of the :people in other regions who :prefer 
white eggs. According to Harold Rotzel of the New Englamd Poultry 
and Egg Institute, this :preference for brown eggs is of a historical 
nature. In the earlier days New Englanders received eggs from two 
:principal sources. One of these sources was the local area and 
tbe other was the western section of our country. At that time 
most of the eggs shipped in from the West were of a definitely 
inferior grade and were white in color. As a result of this 
difference in quality New England :peo:ple eventually associated 
local brown eggs with high quality and white eggs with low quality. 
This association has been rigidified through the years by custom 
and tradition until today it is a necognized :peculiarity of the 
New England egg market. From the standpoint of New England :poultry 
:producers and receivers, it is a custom worth fostering and :pro-
tecting. Actually there is no difference in the composition of the 
egg which is in any w,ay de:penient on the color of the shell. Some 
"breeds of chickens simply lay brown eggs and other breeds lay 
white eggs. 
In connection with this brief discussion of quality, it is 
interesting to note the com:p~rison between New England and the 
Middle Atlantic states with regard to the us~ of egg quality as a 
basis of procurement. Here again vwe fi ni that wholesale egg 
buyers in New England purchase most of their eggs from farmers 
and dealers on the basis of the quality according to Federal or 
State grade ··staidards (a policy promoted by state and federal 
' 
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agricultural stations). The Middle Atlantic wholesale egg buyers 
on the other hand procured their eggs without regard to a quality 
grade in many cases, used· their own grade in others, and in only 
a relatively few cases did they use federal or state quality 
grades. The emphasis placed on purchases on the basis of quality 
by New England wholesale egg buyers is clearly shown by the tabJLe 
15 below. 
Table 7. Quality Grades Used As Basis for Procurement of Eggs 
Grades used New England Middle Atlantic Northeast 
Farmers: 
No grades 
Own grades 
Federal or State grades 
Dealers: 
No grades 
Own grades 
Federal or State grades 
0 
5 
95 
100 
5 
11 
84 
100 
Per cent of buyers 
56 
37 
7 
100 
44 
45 
11 
100 
41 
28 
31 
100 
29 
32 
39 
100 
These same New England wholesale egg buyers or receivers 
served about 83 farm~ per plant and th~ Middle Atlantic receivers 
purchased eggs from an average of 153 fanns. The New England 
buyers operated 7 truck routes per plant. These routes provide 
once-a-week pick up service for these farms. 
15. Ibid., Table 6, p. 70. 
In New England o :nly four per cent of the trucks used on 
~ pick up routes were open body trucks. There were 39 per cent 
closed but uninsulated trucks and 57 per cent closed, insulated 
trucks used in this area. 
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Almost four times as great a percentage of open trucks were 
used on the pick up routesin the Middle Atlantic states as were 
., 
used in New England. About the same percentage of closed but 
uni nsu+ated trucks were used in both areas, but a considerably 
smaller proportion of closed and insulayed trucks were in use in 
the Middle Atlantic states ·a:s were found in service in New England. 
In the New England area we find that the trucks had an average 
capacity of 186 cases, picked up at an average 4.4 cases at about 
12 farms, traveled about 7.1 miles between farms; and· made an 
average of 107 miles per route. 
The trucks belonging to buyers in the Middle Atlantic states 
had an average of 150 cases, picked up an average of 2.4 cases at 
about 23 farms, traveled about 3.4 miles between farms, and covered 
81 miles per route. These data indicate that about twice as many 
eggs were picked up per farm in New England compared with the 
Middle Atlantic states. It was also noted that the transportation 
charge made by wholesale egg buyers average 23 cents per case in 
. 16 
New England but 39 cents per case in the Middle Atlantic states~ 
It is of particular interest to note one significant differ-
ence in plant operations between these two areas~ -in method of 
handling eg'gs at the plant before shi:prnent to buyers. The study 
referred to previously found this relationship. 
~~- Ibid., Table 17, p. 15. 
I ~~ 
I 
"I:ri the Middle· Atlantic states, where most of 
the plants' were located in the country, a large 
proportion, 40 per cent, of the eggs were 
inspection graded before res<He .'1 7 ·only 14 per 
cent of the plants in the New Englani states were 
pevforming this operation. 
Eighty-two per cent of the New England receivers 
candled ·and packed· in cases; 74 per cent candled 
and~ packed in cartons. A much smaller percent-
age of the Middle Atlantic re~eivers candled 
eggs (52 per cent candled and packed in cases and 
38 per cent candled and packed in cartons) .ul8 . 
It was reported that about onewthird of the plants in New 
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England and about one-fourth of the plants in the Middle Atlantic 
area reported that their candlers had received some special train-
ing in the candling of eggs. 
During one day of the study the record· was taken of prices 
paid to farmers for the various sizes, colors, and quality grades 
of eggs purchased. These prices paid to farmers were compared to 
the top market que.tations for the same day. In New Engla.nd, :Boston 
market quotations released by the Dairy Branch, Production and 
Marketing Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, 
were used. New York market quotations were used as representative 
of the Middle Atlantic area. 
It was found that in New Engl!li.!nd. 1 prices paid farmers for the 
best quality large brown eggs were 2. 0 cents less _than the t·op 
market quotation for large brown eggs sold at wholesale in Boston 
o n the same day. 
17. Inspection grading is the process of viewing a sample of the 
eggs in a case before a candling light. Candling is the pro-
cess of viewing every egg before a candling light. 
18. . Ibid . , p. 18. 
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In the Middle Atlantic area the farmers were being paid 5. 5 
cents under the New York .market quotations for large brown eggs. 
The difference between prices paid to far.mers for white eggs and 
and the .market price was 4.9 cents. There was no significant 
differe nee in the a.mou nt the farmer was :paid under the market 
:price for brown or white eggs on the New York market. 
Several of the reasons.for the large differences between 
quotations given for prices paid producers and the .market :price 
for the New England and Middle Atlantic area are~ 
1. 11 In New England there was one less handler 
between the producers and ths buyer and the 
buyer in the city markets than in the 
Middle Atlantic area. In the Middle Atlantic 
area a large :number of country pick up 
stations bought eggs from the producer and 
in turn sold them to city wholesalers, who 
finally sold the eggs tm' stores and the 
ther buyers. In New Englani the receiver! 
who buys the eggs from the farmer usually 
sells them directly to stores and other 
buyers. 
2. Since the buyers who :purchased eggs from pro-
ducers sold directly to stores, they :pro-
bably received a :price higher than that 
quoted on the wholesale .market. This is 
particularly tmue if sales were made in 
other markets outside of Boston. where egg 
prices may be higher than those quoted on 
the Bo st on wholesale market. 
3. The volume of eggs handled by the New 
England buyens was larger than for the 
Middle Atlantic buyers, 49,000 cases, 
as compared with 31?000. This may have 
reduced the operating cost pe~ case for the 
New England buyers and enabled them to 
operate on a smaller margin.,Ql9 
Here again we see the relatively favorable position of the 
New England poultry producer. Efficiencies in transportation ani 
19. Ibid., p. 17. 
handling of eggs on the way to market to.gether with em:phEBis on 
e quality have enabled receivers to obtain :premium :prices for egg_s 
in New Englani. In turn buyen'S have :paid the :producers a good 
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:price for the :product while reta in_ing a sufficient margin to make 
the business worth while to them. 
:further information on roargi ns obtained by who.lesale egg 
buyers may b~ obtained from the table following. 
Table 8. Difference Between Quotations Given for Prices Paid 
Farmers and for Selling Prices by Wholesale Egg Buyers20 
Egg New Middle 
Type,_ of Sale Size England Atlantic Northeast 
Uncandled ani 
uncartoned 
Umveighted average 
Candled and 
unca;rtoned 
Unweighted average 
Candled and 
Cartoned 
Unweighted average 
All sales 
Unweighted average 
Large 
Medium 
PUllet 
Peewee 
Large. 
Medium 
Pullet 
Large 
Medium 
Pullet 
Large 
Medium 
Pullet 
Peewee 
The margins received by the 
2.5 
3.1 
3.2 
3.5 
3.1 
4.5 
5.7 
4.9 
5.0 
6.8 
8.1 
7.8 
7.6 
4.6 
5.1 
5.3 
3.5 
5.0 
'Cents :per dozen 
3.8 
3.7 
3.9 
3.4 
3.7 
6.8 
7.3 
7.9 
?.3 
10.2 
'10.1. 
10.0 
10.1 
6.9 
7.0 
7.3 
3.4 
6.7 
3.8 
3;7 
3.9 
3.4 
3.7 
6.3 
6.9 
6.5 
6.6 
9.. 5 
9.6 
9.3 
9.5 
6.5 
6.7 
6.6 
3.4 
6.3 
Middle Atlantic Ytholesale egg 
buyers were a:p:preciable larger than those received by New England 
wholesale egg buyers. For eggs sold uncaniled and uncarto ned;' 
20. Ibid.; Table 24; :p. 21. 
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the Middle Atlantic receivers obtained an average .margin of about 
3.? cents, or about 0. 6 cents .more than obtained by New England 
receivers. 
For eggs sold cqndled but uncarto ned the gross .margin aver-
aged 3. 6 cents larger in the Middle Atlantic area and 1. 9 cents 
larger in-.New England than for eggs sold in the same ty}Pe of 
packing but.uncandled. The average gross margin for eges sold 
and caDf'!.led and uncartoned was ? • 3 in the Middle· Atlantic area and 
. 5.0 in New ·England--a difference of 2.3 cents. 
For eggs sold c&.o:I'led ani cartoned the difference between 
prices paid farmers in the Middle Atlantic states (10.1 c.ents) 
and those 'in New Erg land (?. 6 cents) averaged about 2.5 cents. 
In summarizing this section we notice that the Middle 
Atlantic wholesalers obtained larger.margins fox each type of sale 
than did the buyers in the New England region. Our New England 
buyers rece·ived an average of 3.1 cents for uncan::l.led and uncar""" 
t~ned eggs ani added 1. 9 cents for candling and. 2. 6 cents. for 
cartoning. The Middle Atlantic receivers operated on a 3~? cent 
margin with 3.6 sents added for candling and 2.8 cents added for 
cartoning. 
In the .material covered above we have noted several, refer-
ences to the prices paid for eggs cin the wholesale market. in 1Tew 
' England. Due to the importance of price to farmers of this area 
and to the peculiar charaater of price reporting is this area, we 
shall examine several aspects of egg price reporting in New England. 
Boston, Massachusetts is the price leader for the whole region and 
.u 
the price of eggs in the New England states (with the possible ,., 
exception of Connecticut) is based on the price of eggs at Boston. 
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A peculiarity of this Boston price lec.dersi:Lip is the fact that it 
·e .may come from. two rather divergent sources. These two sources do 
not necessarily agree as to the prevailing price at~any particular 
time. 
The one popular source is the Boston Herald farm reporter. 
This reporter ostensibly obtains his price information.by attending 
.market operations of the Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange located 
in downtown Boston. In the large activi-ties room of the building 
occupied gy this organization there is a Spot Call Board upon the 
wall. This 6all Board is supposed to be used to record summaries 
of pric.es 11 asked 11 and 11b:ld 11 during transactions carried on at the 
Exchange. On the basis of the information on this Call Board the 
.market reporter of.the Herald bases the reported price of eggs for 
the day. This price printed in the Boston Herald has a very great 
effect on purchases and sales of eggs in New England because the 
Boston Herald is one of the mewspapers having the largest circul~ 
ation in the New England area. Numerous other newspapers and 
trade.magazines base their reported egg prices on the Boston Herald 
price. It is Jm~bable. that more poultrymen and other interested 
parties refer to this Boston Herald r~ported price than to any 
other price source in New England. 
In 1949 the United States through its regional Department of 
Justice in Boston brought suit in the local District Federal Court 
declaring that· the 
"Exhhange is a trade association composed of .members 
who are individuaLrepresentatives of aealers, 
jobbers, ani chain store retailers which handle 
.more than 90 per cent of the eggs consumed annually 
in the New England area. The Exhhange is not, and 
-e 
never has been, used as ~ bona fide commodity 
market for the actual purchase and sale· of 
apprecialbe quantities of agricultural prcrliuets, 
but it has at all times referred to in this 
co.mplai tnt 1:Jeen utilized by the defendant 
dealers as an instrumentality for fixing egg 
pr.ices, as hereinafter alleged. HGl 
In accordence with the provisions of the Sherman Act the 
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Department of Justice charged that the Exchange was primarily a 
price fixing a~e·ncy and was thereby interfering with the free flow 
of interstate trade in eggs. Tb,is was said to have been taking 
place between 1936 and 1948. 
The basic c anplaint of· the governrn.ent. was that tha~ Exchange 
had a committee whose role function was to meet daily to arbitrarilY 
arrive a~ an agreement as to what price shoUld be reported as the 
official price of the various grade eggs for the day. This price 
was to be decided upon according to the interests of the moment 
~ the various members of the Exchange. This price was to be 
placed on the call board and also, communicated to the market 
reporter of the Boston Herald who,- the government implied, was 
sympathetic to this arrangement. 
The effects of this 11 cons:piracy 11 as described by the govern-
ment were;: 22 
a. ustabilizing and::pegging prices paid for 
shell eggs by the defendant dealers to egg 
"producers in the entire New England area in 
relation to purported official wholesale egg 
prices: 
21. Found in the Complaint of Civil Action Number ??34 filed in the 
District Court of the United States for the District of Mass-
achusetts, p. 4. The membe:Bs of the .Boston Fruit and Produce 
Exchange named in the Complaint were: 11 H.P. Hood & Sons, Inc.; 
Armour & Company; Berman & Co. Inc'; Bartlett Varney Company; 
Cha~in & Adams Corporation; E.F. Deering Company Inc; H.A.Hovey 
Gompany; Kennedy & Company Inc; A.E. Mills & Son Inc; Beatrice 
Foods Co; Brocton Cooperative Egg Auction Association Inc; 
New Hampshire Egg Auctimn ~nc.; 11 and others. ' 
.22. Ibid., p. 9-10. 
b. Uisleading egg :produ.cers in the entire 
New Engna®d area with respect to the 
actuaL :prices at which shell eggs are 
in fact, being SOld at Wholesale in I 
Boston, Massaclmsett s; 
c. Stabilizing and :pegging :prices :paid for 
shell eggs ttt the defendant dealers by 
jobbers and retailers in the New England 
area in relation to :purported officiaL 
wholesale ~?gg :prices; 
d. Regularly and systematically hoftling the 
wholesale selling :prices of native shell 
eggs in the Bosttn market at l.t.!B:ve]..s higher 
than those :prevailing in similar metropol-
itan market areas such as Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, and New York, New York, for 
natige shell eggs of like grade and quality; 
e. Increasing the retail prices of eggs paid 
by consumers throughout the entire·New 
England area; · 
f. Suppressing competition among the defendant 
dealers in the purchases and sale of shell 
eggs in the entire New England area." 
Actually there never was a :presentation of evidence at a 
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formal trial by the goverr:rnent or the defendants in this case. The 
defendants filed answers to the complaint and denied the substan-
tive allegations made by the gov,ernnent; but the de:fTendants did 
agree to :permit the court to hand down a consent decree. In this 
decree the court layed out a le·ng:thy set of rules which the Boston 
Fruit and Produce Exchange and other defendattt:s were to abide by 
in the future. One of the principal areas these regulations dealt 
with was the method of operating the Call Board in the Exchange and 
.more specifically of reporting :prices fran the Call Board. The 
whole nature of the reporting of Boston egg :prices was :pointed out 
as being at least highly irregular in so far as the Exchange and the' 
Boston Herald were concerned. 23 
23. Found in the Final Judgement of Civil Action Number 7734 filed 
in the Bistrict Court of the United States for the District 
of Massachusetts. 
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How much influence the alleged price fixing operations of the 
e Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange have had over the. long period of 
·_years they are said to have been taking place is a moat question. 
The effect of ·these alleged pri.ce fixing operations may have been 
one of the~pr"incipal reasons for the maintenan.ce of urusua:Lly high 
prices for local eges on the New England market; in ;addition to hav4! 
ing other for reading results; or the effects may have been almost 
negligible from an industry wide long range point of view. Howeve~ 
it is important that we keep this incident in mind in connection 
with our survey of the market egg industry in New England as well 
as with statistics which include prices based on reports in the 
Boston Herald. 24 
The other important source of egg prices in New England is 
the Boston branch of the Production and Marketing Administration 
located at 408 Atlantic Avenue in Boston. This organization 
provides accurate price information on the principal classes and 
grades of eggs on the market. This information on prices plus 
o,ther related data is a.vailable to any person interested in trading 
prices, market receipts, st~rgge movements, and tone and conaition 
. 
ofl the market. In gathe»ing this information market reporters 
interview buyers and sellers in gatheri1~ actual wholesale selling 
prices, jobbing prices, F •. o,.B. prices, or paying prices depending 
. 
on which 1evel of trading gives the most complete coverage and 
. k t d't' 25 reflect ~on of local mar e con ~ ~ons. 
24. Incidentally, practically every newspaper or trade magazine in 
New England played down or reported a grossly distorted view of 
the proceedings and findings of this court action. 
25. O.E. Eshback, ~They~,. p. 5-6. 
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In reviewing thi~ material it becomes a:p:pare nt tba t just as 
e we found the New England :poul ti'ymen were :producing eggs and :poultry 
efficiently, we must also conclude that these same :poUltrymen are 
operating under generally effidient marketing arrangements. 
/f 
Evidence has been :presented which i_ndicates that these New England 
farmers :prepare their :products for market under the most favorable~ 
management and holding conditions. These favorable operating 
conditons were retained by these :poultrymen and :poultry receivers 
.. 
··as they moved through marketing cbanrels. ]Urthermore 1 the main-
tenance of high quality and the measures taken to assure a quality 
:product being passed on toPthe consumer were of a natare superior 
to that found' in other areas. 
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IV. Conclusions 
The New England poultry industry has reached a very prominent 
position in ~parison with the poultry industries of other sections 
of the country, This prominence is in terms of relative and 
l 
qualitive standards rather than,of absolute and quanitative terms. 
On the basis of total rum1;>er of farms and total income 
earned through farms, the New England area ranked at the bottom 
of the list of agricultural regions in this country. When we 
turn to poultry farms, we find that New England must ag&in take a 
back seat to the· remainder of the country in a comparison of 
agricultural regions on.the basis of number of poultry farms and 
their total income. In examining the percentage of all New England 
farms that are poultry farms and the percentage that income from 
these poultry farms represents of total income, we find that the 
New England area leads every other area in the country except the 
Middle Atlantic area which has a·two-tenths of one per cent greater 
percentage of its farms listed as poultry farms. We also notice 
that, in terms of total income ~arned from strictly poultry 
operations and the percentage of income these poultrymen obtain 
from strictly poultry operations, these poultrymen compare very 
favorably with poultrymen from the other agricultural regia ns 
in the United States. 
In noting the contrast in the standing of New Englani and 
other regions in absolute standa:rds on one hand ani in relative 
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standards on the other hand, we ~egin to get an inkling of the 
e nature of the .:poultry i'ndustry in this area. The relative im::port-
ance of New England in the amount of money earned from strictly 
:poultry o::perations and the :percentage that this amount re::presents 
of total income on :poultry farms is further indication of the 
nature of the ::poulty industry in this area. 
An examination of the :percentage of gross income of :poultry-
men originating in other than :poultry o::perations discloses the fact 
that New England :poultrymen receive less than average :percentages 
I 
of their income from all auxiliary activities with the exce::ption 
of the vegetable -trade. In this vegetable trade the New England 
:poultrymen earn ore :per cent of their income as does the average 
:poultrymen in the country. 
The :pea-cent age of eggs :produced on large size co.mmerci al 
flocks has increased steadily for'the :past 15 or 20 years. Every 
state in the New. England area has· ex::perienced an increase in the 
:percentage of eggs :produced by th~ large size flocks and a 
decrease in t~ ::p~rcentage :produced by the smaller flocks. There 
has not been a national movement in this direction7 but it has been 
confined to only a few :particular .·areas with New England the leader, 
In fact in at least one area there has been a definite increase in 
the :percentage of eggs :produced by the small size flock . 
. . 
On the input side we find that New England leads the nation 
in the im::portance of chickens as grain consuming units. Here 
New England gained steadily from 1929 on and overtook the Pacific 
Coast region (the former leader) about 1940. Againmost other areas 
did not increase the im::portance of chickens as grain consuming 
animal units anywhere near as :much as the New England area 
did. 
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All of these facts tend .to illustrate the growing import-
ance of the large specialized ~oultry producer at the expense of 
the relatively small casual ~roducer of poultry. In fact it 
does not ap~ear unjust to say that tbe large specialized producer 
I has by and large replaced the pasual ~reducer as the leading 
element in poulty and egg ~rod1;1.ction in New England. 
Advantages in ~roduction 1 efficiencies and in the close 
1 
~roximity to the market have b¢th been taken advantage of by these 
New England poultrymen. These 1 advamtgges have enabled New England 
I 
poultrymen to rise to leadership in egg feed :ratios in the nation. 
These eggfeed ratios are an important indicator of profitable 
operations by egg producers. Further evidence of successful 
operations by these egg produc~rs are found in the reports of the 
leadership of this area in increasing rates of lay per hen and in 
! 
increasing the percentage of eggs produced during the 11 high price 
months 11 at the end of the year. 
Studies by various agricu:ltural economists have indicated 
what specific economies of production ar necessary and have been-
taken advantage of by these New England poultrymen. One of the 
most consistent condi tiona assobiated with successful agg product-
ion has been a rather large siz~. This large size has enabled 
these poultrymen to better take advantage of other production 
efficiencies such as efficient v-se of labor and investment. 
Effi ient use of labor and investment appear to be two 
important ractices being J.'taken advantage of by the successful 
8'7 
New Engl nd egg producer. These two production efficiencies 
I 
closely related and are found in effect jointly. For 
I 
example he installation and iull use of equipment such as auto-
therefor 
the use 
routine 
graders or watering equipment may save much time ani, 
result in the saving of labor costs. Furthermore, 
I 
labor saving equipment may free labor time from 
I 
that it may 'be used, for example, in starting 
I 
flocks a various t.liunes during the year rather than at only one 
traditio during the year. In turn this starting of 
se'feral year permits a fuller use of poultry buildings 
and equi ent such as brooders, incubators, and poultry range. 
greater r turn per dollar of investment. Similarly tl~e efficient 
design a placement of equi:prnent .may result in a reduction of 
necessary to do chores and, thereby, save la'hror costs .• 
I 
labor 
Hi egg ~reduction per hen is recognized as one of the 
principal ways of assuring sucpessful operation to the market egg 
producer. That the New Eng.la:Jd' egg producer is fully awar:e of 
this has een fully attested t9 by the fact that New England leads 
every r region in the country in average nwmber of eggs pro-
duced per hen in a year. The costs of raising and sustaining the 
life of a chicken remain .more or less constant regardless of the 
yield of he bird. For this reason it is of paramount importance 
that the gg producers push the hen to lay as many eggs per year 
as it pas ibly can in order that unit costs of production.are 
kept as 1 possible. 
our New England poultr;ym.~n have made remarkable progress 
in achiev·ng a high production,per bird because they have 
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develope superior breeding :practices, have promoted and used the 
best typ s of feed, and be cause they have made considerabJ,e 
advances in attempts to reduce mortality. In these aforemen-
tioned advances, as well as in many other superior management 
:practices, the New England Agricultural Experiment Stations and 
Extension Services he.ve been primary sources of development and 
promotion 
lly, we note that .New England is the leading exponent 
of ration on fall egg ppoduction with its attendant higher 
I 
I 
ices :per unit of sale. This is just one more important 
reason fo the leadership in New England in cash receipts per 
Hav · ng reviewed some of the characteristics of the New 
England p ultry industry and the production efficiencies prac-
ticed by these producers, we now turn to our last area of 
I 
investigation, market operations. In looking over the relation-
snip of ma keting pra~tices and. egg quality, we find several 
interestin facts revealed by studies made along these lines by 
I 
a Northeas ern Agricultural Experiment Station. These studies 
again indi ate the relatively fa~orable conditions of New England 
poultrymen 
We f nd that handling of the flock during the production of 
eggs and t e holdir:g conditions. in effect after production are 
both extre ely important in producing quality market eggs and in 
maintainin quality as eggs are shipped through marketing channels. 
Again we f · nd th:;~t size is closely related to the number of desir-
able pract · ces in effect on poU.J.rtry. farms i.e. the larger farms 
had more of tl1.e desirable practices in effect than the smaller 
ones did. The most desirable lma'nagement practices were found 
i 
I ! 
to be , ~ber of tmmes eggs gatpered 1 confinement of the flock 
indoors, and elimination ofmc;leb from the flock. 
' I 
Correct con-
ditions of temperature a.nd h~id;ity were discovered to be the 
essential holding condiiions ne'ce~sary for maintenance of egg 
quatJ.. ity. 
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In comparing the busirtes's Qperations of New England :poultry-
' 
men with that of Middle Atlantic I poul trym.en, we find another :phase 
of the poultry industry iri which: New England SU!'passes another 
I ' 
important poultry and egg prodUcing area. As we survey the nature 
of egg procurem~nt in these twp areas, we notice that an appreci-
I 
ably greater plBrcentage of eggs ~re purchased direct from the farm 
in New England than is the case in the Middle. Atlantic region~ 
In addition we notice that in New England eggs are purchased out-
1 ' 
side of the New England area of1.1Jf during the particular season 
of the year when local product:Lo* lags behind local demands. This 
is in contrast to the practice' in the Middle Atlantic states when 
' 
eggs of imported into the state intermittently throughout the year. 
I • 
In connection with pro:cu:re.dent of eggs we are,· also, informed 
that quality forms the basis of -procurement a much greater percent""-
age of times in New England than ;in the Middle Atlantic states. 
These New England states use statie and federal quality standards 
far more than the neighboring Northeastern states do. It iS' 
further iniicated that various, cr~rges associated with procurement, 
collection, and receiver plam:t 
1
oi)eration are considerably less in 
I I 
New England than they are in the ~rea closeby. 
• I 
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i 
The price differentials of the various grades ani· packaged 
eggs between the price paid :pro1dubers and market quotations are 
found to be much greater in the! Middle Atlantic states than in 
I 
I j 
the New,England area. The reasons given for this great dascrep-
, . 
ancy indicate the savings in d~stribution costs affected by New 
Englar:d. poultry receivers and m.arf<:eting channels. 
I 
The last ttem touched updn P..n the main body of the paper was 
. I . 
a brief discussion of the origin pf egg price reports in New 
I 
I 
England. The most reliable re~or,ter of price appears to be the 
Product ion and Marketing Administ'ration' s regional office in .Boston • 
The other source of pricJ r 1eports is the Boston Herald market 
I . 
reporter. The qU:estio nable character of this source was pOJi nted 
I 
out by referring to governmeht 1 p~oceedings taken against the 
Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange! where this Herald price origin-
I 
ates. This government action 6h~rged that these prices were rigged 
I j 
and were used in an involved Pfiqe fixing scheme engaged in for the 
benefit of the membe:rs of the illxdhange. Although this affair never 
i 
I 
passed through a full dress co~r~ trial, the final judgment har:ded 
' ! 
down by the court under a consen-Q decree indicated that the develojl -
! 
ment of this Herald price wa:s :p.ighly irregular. 
I 
'•·· 
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Abst:rabt I 
I I 
This :paper is an attempt ~o/:point out and explain the 
I I 
character of the egg :producing 
1
iintustry in New England. In recent 
years this :phase of the :paul try) i~dustry has gained increasing 
I ! 
promine nee in the New England a.fre~. Data gleaned from ce mus 
, I 
reports~ United States Departmeint/ of Agriculture publications,_ 
I I 
, I 
and studies madel by the various: N~w England Agricultural Ex:peri-
. i I 
ment Stations and Extension Se~vibes have been used liberally 
I ' • , I 
I I 
throughout the body of the :pa:p~r.! 
I I 
A comparison of statistidal/ data included in the Sixteenth 
I I 
I ; 
United States Census yields an/i4teresting :picture of the New 
England :poultry industry. In ~h~ first place: we notice that , in 
terms of total income earned f~oJ agriculture and total ru.mber 
I ! 
of farms reporting, New Engl ~ ~s almost "!insignificant when com-
1 I 
:pared to the other eight regiohs /into which the material is divided .. 
• I, I 
According to the number of pou~t~y farms reporting and the income 
i 
from all sources on these poul~ry farms, New England ranks sixth 
' I 
. I 
and. seventh res:pectiV!ely. i / 
i i The story changes drasti1ca}lY when comparing New Eng].and 
I 
I I 
with the other eight regions o!n the basis of relative standards. 
I ! i I This New Englani area leads all fnine regions of the country in 
I I 
the :percentage of all farms tl}atl are primarily poultry farms; and 
, I 
I I 
in the percentage of total farm !income that is earned on these 
I I 
:poultry farms there is only. o~e /region which exceeds New Englan:l 1 s 
I 
:percentage by • 2 per cent. The relative importance of New England 
I 
in terms of the amount of mon~y earned from st:Dictly :poultry 
I 
1 
I 
I 
• ! 
! 
i I I , 
opeDations and the percentage ~h~s amount represents of total 
income on poultpy farms in thit ~rea is further indication of 
the nature of tmis industry iniNeF England. 
The fact the New EnV.a:nd ipolultrymen engage in auxiliary 
activities to a much less exterlt lthan poultrymen of the other 
areas is attested to by_census d~ta covering these auxiliary 
I 
I 
activities of poultrymen in the U[nited States. 
I I 
2 
A t~eemendous increase inrjt~e percentage of total egg pro-
duct ion produced on large comm1rc~al size flocks is reported in 
other statistical data. This is ~n contrast to the experiences 
in other regions of the countrJ. i Large commercial type egg 
producers have largely superse1ed the small casual producer· 
as the important supplier of mcirk~t eggs in New England. 
, I 
The NSIW Englarrl area is ,lsp the leader in the country in 
, I 
the increasing importance of t4e phickens as a grain consuming 
I I 
animal unit. ! ] 
All of these facts teni ~o ~upport the characherization 
I 1 
of New England as a center of J h~ghly specialized and profitable 
area for the production .of pou~tr~ and eggs. The comparison of 
: I 
egg-feed ratios, which are fair[ ipdications of relative positions 
I I 
of profit, finds New England lejad!iqs the pack. The positions of 
the various regions of the com~r~ in temms of increasing rates 
of lay per hen and of percentaJe ~f eggs produced during the 
I I 
I 
tthigh price months" is another 1in~ication of the favorable position 
I I 
of New England poultrymen. : I 
' ' 
I 
2' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
This favorable position h 
efficiencies of production wlnc 
good margin of profit. Suffici 
consistent conditions found o'n 
other production efficiencies. 
I 
slbeen reached by pra~ticing 
I 
*"e assisted in maintaining a 
I 
nt size is one of the most 
I 
o'U.ltry farms making use of the 
3 
Efficiency in the use of D..a1Dor and investment are two 
operational :practices which a):-e o1ten co.m:plementary. When equi:p-
ment is installed which saves 1 b4r time spent in Ol.oing chores, 
labor costs are lowered. Then ~Jor may be released from these 
i I 
chores and can·be used to ca;e oJ a larger flock. This care of 
:fl:::::t::::kb:yi:::e::::gl:::lri::::.i:::e::::a:h:fe:::::::::t 
I 
hand. . I 
and making fuller use of the in[eJtment capital or equipnent on 
The New England region le d~ the nation in average annual 
I 
I 
production per hen. Applicat'io Qf the best breeding habits and 
I 
I 
superior ~train chicks, latest ~ri tio nal stan:lards in feeding, 
and advanced sanitary d I disease prevention methods have 
I 
thas high r·ate of production per I.: 
I 
all been insta?'i!lihe<tltal in raisi 
hen. 
Finally, concentration on f.ll egg produ.ction has made 
I 
possible the benefits of the se s~:nal high price prevailing during 
I . 
these months. .All of these pro uetion efficiencies have assisted 
I 
New Englani poultrymen in gaini glfirst place in cash receipts per 
.layJ.er. They have been able to aln this posit:bn in the face of 
high feed, labor, tax, and fue:l alts. 
,. I 
I 
In examining the relation ~f marketing 
I 
quality we notcie several ting facts. 
4 
:practices and egg 
Both management of 
the handling of the flock the :production :period and holding 
condii:iibns after :production ar ·, :portant to the maintenance of 
' ! . 
egg quality. The mo~t successfuf New England :poultrymen gathered 
eggs more frequently, confine t~eir flocks indoors, and eliminated 
! 
males from the l~ing flocks. They also maintained :proper humidity 
I 
I 
and tem~erature cor:rdifuns. in he! egg holding room. 
I 
When comparing business o:p~rations of New England :poultry-
men wfu.th triose of the Middl~ .Pltl~ntic area, we again find our 
New England receivers on th7 avfrable end. New England receivers 
:purchase a greater :percenta~e o fl their eggs from. local :producers 
and only make :purchases e ~heir area during the :particular 
I 
:pn~duction slackens. These New 
rei likely to base :purchases on England egg buyers 
season of the year when 
I 
quality and to use state and. ed~ral qu alitly: standards than are 
their Middle Atlantic counter,arrs· Charges associated with 
collect~on, transportation, . a receiver :plant operation are 
I 
considerably less in New Engl ndl than in theneighboring area. 
I 
Reasons given for the, g ea~ difference existing between 
principal producers and mar~e ~o~ations in the Middle Atlantic 
states in contrast to the r~l til'vely small differential in New 
England prices, indicate a mofe !efficient system of distribution 
I I 
·In conclusion a brief e ~Jination of two :price reporting 
in New England. 
sources in Boston discloses t at the Production and Marketing 
i 
5 
. I 
Administration source is to be prtferred. 
The other source, the Bo tor Herald peporter, was involved 
in ehar~es the United States GJ~ernment brought against the 
Boston Fruit and Produce Excr,a~ef · The Exchange was charged with 
rigging and fixing prices for of its members. The 
judgement filed in this case: c stFl a deep shadow on the operatiions 
. I 
of this Exchange. Since the Exc~an@9 is the original source of 
the price reported in the Bo~tln ~erald, the veracity of the 
price from this source is ques iolnable. 
I 
